Bowdoin's Dean
Fired? Resigned?

by Mike Diamond and Dana
Friedman

On Tuesday , November 4,
Bowdoin President A Le Roy
Gleason annonced the resignation of
Dean of the College Robert
Wilhelm, effectiv e June, 1987.
However, the Bowdoin Orient
reported that he was, in fact , fired.
Wilhelm has held this position
since fall , 1980.
The President 's decision was
announced officially in a letter dated
November 4 to "Colleagues and
Friends." He said, "Yesterday Deari
Wilhelm wrote to those members of
the Governing Boards, faculty, and
staff with whom his office has been
closely associated to say that he is
concluding his duties as Dean of the
College, this June.
This
memorandum is intended to inform
all others."

Student
Assaulted
by Dana Friedman
At approximately 9:15 AM
Monday a female Colby student was
assaulted by a yet unidSntified
assailant. She was on her way up
Mayflower Hill by the pump house
(near President Cotter's front lawn)
when she noticed a man coming oul
of the woods On the opposite side oi
the street, heading the other way.
Moments after sl>* heard him behind
her, and as she turned around, he
asked her if she had a cigarette. She
said no, and was struck over the
head with a bottle. The assailant fled
to the Foss/Woodman parking lot
and was spotted by a witness getting
into a late-seventies dark green or
blue sedan;.
He was described as late-teens or
early t wen t ies , wearing a white
hooded sweatshirt under a denim
jacket with collar length - wavy
brown hair and several days facial
growth.
B ecause of the rari ty of inci dents
like this in Wa tervill e, Police arc
especially concerne d ' wi t h
apprehending the assailant, The
department of Safety and Security is
trying to con tac t a secon d possible
wi tness; any informa t ion should be
given to tha t office or de t ective
Malcom bc Chil d s of the Wa t erville
Police at 872-9041.

Additionally, Greason noted, I
would be remiss if I did not take
advantage of this opportunity to
examine the structure of the
administration."
When asked if Wilhelm had, in
fact , been dismissed, the Public
Affairs Office at Bowdoin noted it
was "fair to say it was a very private
matter" and that neither the President
nor the Dean would comment on it
The Office maintained that Wilhelm
had resigned.
In a memorandum issued
November 3 to "Colleagues and
Friends," Wilhelm noted, "I have
always understood and I believe you
have too, that unlike other positions,
the senior officers of the college
serve at the pleasure of the
President. The President is very
complementary about my work over
the past six years, the way I have
acted in an open,. honest, and
forthright way, and the achievement
of the many important goals I have
identified."
However, Wilhelm also wrote, "1
tell you this unexpected news with
deep sadness and disbelief because
the past six years have been very
positive for me."
Dean Wilhelm has no career planf

The onset of a harsh winter is evidentas ice begins toformat the edge of Johnson Pond.
photo by David Coleman
as of yet; following his resignation
consortium was soon formed among
realizing the many differences
according
to
the
,
in June
many major colleges and
between the two societies.
spokesperson in the Public Affairs
universities, that led to the present
According to her, "Apartheid is a
office.
group that*consists of 40 or 50
poison in my body that I am trying
institutions. In June of 1985 , the
to get rid of.'-' B y living at Colby,
committee dramatically changed its
she is learning more about South
policies in response to the changing
Africa. For example, in learning that
situation. Its new policy of "change
while white unemployment in South
by
May
of
1987
,
or
complete
Africa is at 0 percent black
Nelson Mandella, seen as the leadei
divestment"
became
a
revolutionary
of the ANC, die most popular black
unemployment is at 75 percent.
new strategy, which no other
political group in South Africa.
Patricia, who wants to be known as

South Africa:
Situation Worse

by Duncan Gray
If it seems to you that the South
African crisis is becoming
increasingly worse as of late, you
are absolutely right. In an open
forum held last Tuesday, Mary Low
Commons sponsored a discussion
about the touchy situation in South
Africa, and about Colby 's stance on
the matter. Presiden t Cotter,
Professor Tictenburg, and Patricia
HIahane, one of two South Africans
studying at Colby, all spoke of the
present situation.
President Cotter .opened the
discussion by reviewing tlie history
of Apar thei d and wha t Ameri ca ha s
done in response to it. Since 1974,
Apartheid has increasingly become
mor e apparen t and, therefore more
dangerous. America has had to
change its old policy of "construc tw
en g agemen t ," t o a poli cy of
"communica t ion" (one wi t h no
pressure) , to an extr emely tough
policy af ter a "bloody spring " in
1985, said Cotter. However, wha t is
re all y n eeded is the release of

Cotter was quoted as saying, "I have
lost hope that anything outside of
Mandella's release can end the
conil_?t." So what can America do
for now? Accordin g to Cotter, we
have to be prepared to increase the
pressure in the years to come, help
tlie frontline states that border South
Afri ca , and do more to isolate the
country in genera],
At the brescnt, we are starting tc
feci the surge of Ameri can colleges
tlint ore continuing to divest all stock
in South African countries.
Accor d ing to Profe ssor Tie tcnb er g ,
in 1978 , former President Strider
established a committee to
implement a divestment in stock,
which was carried to the,
adminis tra tion of Presi dent Cotter in
1979. When asked about the cost tc
Colby of t ot al dives t m en t ,
Tietcnberg said thnt no one can tell il
or how much money will be lost, bu
that there shoul dn't be a change. A
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President Carter and South African student Patr icia HIahan e
discuss the gr avityofthe Aparteid situation last Tuesday,
Nov. 11.
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institution had adopted. However,
according to Tietcnberg, "If I was n
betting man, I wouldn 't bet on
change."
Pa tricia Hlahanc is in her secon d
year at Colby, but she is st ill

Tshedi (pronounced C-D), said fthat
divestment is not a tangible issue tc
mos t blacks , but she agrees that
any thin g hel ps. Tshedi was quoted
as saying, "I have just begun to
*
open my eyes."
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A Question of Ethics

Sony, 2000

On November 6th, the Washington Post informed the
world that David Jacobson's freedom was the result of a
ransom payment made to Iran. The allegation that
President Reagan "paid" Iran in the form of arms in
order to get its assistance in freeing Jacobson from
Lebenhon, as well as the release of two other hostages
in the past year, has implicatioons that go beyond mere
administrative policy conflicts. Reagan did bypass the
CIA and Congress in making his decision to "deal" with
Iran. He went against past foreign policy that refused
any negotiations with countries who support terrorism.
If the allegation ultimately proves true, Ms action will
cause (if it hasn't already)a major loss of face with our
European allies. However, the fact remains that three
hostages are free and five others, as well as 13 foreign
hostages, are not. What is more, their chances of
obtaining freedom at this time are very slim. Was the
Post justified in interfering with negotiations of such
obvious sensitivity?
The Washington Post made an ethical decision in
"breaking" the story of the supposed payment. By
making an extremely sensitive and therefore relatively
secret negotiation public knowledge, the Post has
perhaps unwittingly excercised a considerable influence
on the state of our relationship with Iran. Because the
news of the "deal" was made public that faction with
which the negotiations were made can no longer be
protected from the reactions of the more radical Islamic
Jehad/Hezbollah factions who would certainly frown
upon any dealings with "The Great Satan" of the west.
As a result all hope for further negotiation has been lost
at this time. Was this piece of investigative journalism
worth the price in this case? Yes, the public has now
been made aware of almost every aspect of the
negotiations, but we are now also aware that there was a
price for this information: 18 lives. These people may
gain freedom through other channels, however the
chance is depressingly small.
Perhaps David Jacobson was correct in his belief that
"Unreasonable speculation on your [journalists] part can
endanger their [hostages] lives" and his plea for the
media to "please be responsible and back off." Is it
responsible to back off in this case? Does the journalist
owe it to the public to inform it of every piece of news?
Although it is the purpose of a news source to report the
news, doesn't that source hav e a humanitarian
responsibility as well? In this case it should. When it is
obvious that the repercussions of reporting all the news
at a particular time will only be felt by the innocent ,
discretion should be used. The methods through which
Reagan acquired Jacobson's freedom may indeed be
questionable, how much so really has yet to be decided.
However, the methods with which the Post chose to
report what was then rumor shows a degree of
irresponsiblity the affect of which may be felt in a
decidedly costly manner,
Adam Ernster
Co-Editor-In-Chief
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To the Editors:
A significant inaccuracy appeared
in last week's article on the Colby
2000 Campaign.
- The article indicated that 75
percent of the $27.5 million raisedtc
date was in the form of gifts from
corporations. That is not correct Iri
fact, more than 80 percent of the
contributions to the Campaign has
come from individuals: alumni,
parents, and friends of the College.
Corporations and foundations havt
made significant gifts to the
Campaign, but its success is
attributable primarily to the caring
generosity of more than 3,500
alumni.and more than 700 parents
and friends. With the wonderful
accomplishments the Campaign has
wrought, we owe those individuals
a particularly large debt of
* .
gratititude.
Sincerely,
G. Calvin Mackenzie
Vice President for
Developmentand
Alumni Relations

Students Turn
To the Editors:
I applaud Mike Diamond for his
editorial advocating a gay
organization at . Colby. The
establishment of a gay and lesbian
support group has been a goal for
many of us -students, faculty and
administration alike - since long
before AIDS was a public issue. Mr,
Diamond' s criticism of the
"administration's" lack of support
seems to me misplaced, however. In
truth , Colby has been a leader
among colleges in the fight for gay
rights, a fact made even more
notable by the absence of a strong
gay support group on campus.
Because of my own personal
concern about the establishment of a
good climate for gays and lesbian
members of the Colby community, 1
have been aware of many of tlie
effort undertaken by my friends in
the faculty and administration.
Perhaps Mr. Diamond and other
among the Echo readership arc not
aware of some of these initiatives.
Please allow mc to list a few of them
here.
Two years ago Colby took the lead
among similar ins titu t ions by
proclaiming in its nondiscrimination
st at emen t t hat it would no t
discriminate in its educational or
employment policies on the basis of
sexual orientation. Only a handful oi
colleges had been willing to t ake
such a courageousstand at that time,
and we can thank President Cotter

The ColbyEcho, founded in 1S77,

is published weekly on Thursday
except during vaca tions and exam
periods, by the st udents of Coiby
College. The views expressed
within its pages are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty or
administratio n; nor are the opinions
expressed in letters or commentaries, necessarily those of the
Echo.

On Loose Days
Dear Editors:
This is a letter to . all the dog
owners here at Colby. I ,like dogs,
don't get me wrong. The numerous
dogs running around campus
unleashed don't even bother me, thai
is, until today.
This afternoon on my way off
campus for a four mile run I was
greeted by a friendly dog (blackwith
four white legs, no bandana) in front
of the Hillside Complex. "Cute", I
thought. That is, cute for two
minutes. The dog decided he wanted
to run with me and continued to do
so until I reached the bottom of
Mayflower Hill, 3 and 1/2 miles
later. This dog proceeded to run in
front of cars so many times, in fact
that I began to feel embarrassed
because the people driving by, and

the people in their yards thought I
was responsible. .
! was relieved
when the dog finally decided to
leave me alone, but not relieved
enough to forget the experience. The
running population at Colby gets
enough complaints from drivers, I
admit, sometimes founded, but, to
be held responsible for events out oj
our control is just something we
don't need.Unfortunately, when he
left me, he left me for an
unsuspecting runner heading in the
other direction.. And the saga
continues.
Basically, if you can't keep your
dog on the campus, he shouldrft be
loose. It results in angry drivers,
angry runners, and maybe even a
hurt dog.
Sincerely,
Beth Murphy

AIDS Muddies waters on Gay Issue
I was happy to read in your
editorial that you were concerned
about the lack of peer support
available for Gay and Lesbian
Students at Colby; I and other
members of the administration and
faculty share your concern and have
been providing opportunities to
address this issue and discuss
possible solutions for many years.
Unfortunately, for many reasons some of which elude me and others continued opportunities for
discussion, education and change
fail to be incorporated into daily
Colby life and happenings.
In many ways, your attempt to lin.
the problem of lack of peer support
for Gay and Lesbian Students with
AIDS muddies the waters and does
so in inaccurate ways. Let me
discuss the two issues - AIDS and
the lack of peer support from Gay
and Lesbian students - separately.
First of all, Colby's development
of an AIDS policy is intended to
provide all members of the Colby
Community - students , faculty,
administration and staff alike - a
statement which reflects the health
crisis that is afflicting all people who
are sexually acitve. Although the
pred ominan t vic t ims of AIDS

for his commitment to this human
rights issue and his leadership in

convincing the Board of Trustees of
its merit. Similarly, our sexual
harassment policy is the only one of
which I am . aware tha t specifically
bans die harassment of gay men and
lesbians.
Last spring the Dean of Students
Office provided the funding and the
ini t ia t ive to organize a very
successful film series, "One in Ten:

continue to be intravenous drug
abusers, gay men and prostitutes,
AIDS is f ast becoming a disease
which threatens sexually active men
and women of any sexual
preference; the key variable here is
sexual activity. Colby is cognizanl
of, and believes the current research
which indicates the fact that we have
just begun to fight the battle which
we will all confront in our future thus, its development of a policy
which provides guidelines for all oi
us.
Second, your concern for the lack
of peer support is most appropriate
as we currendy have no recognizable
support group at Colby (and no
students who are open about their
choice of a gay, lesbian or bisexual
lifestyle). However, I take exceptior
to your assertions that the
administration has not shown
"adequate concern for homosexuals'
and that the administration's
advocacy for a gay organization
would be (he determining factor in
development of such an
organization. As I said earlier,
certain administrators, faculty
members and key students have
been very active in this area in recent
years. For example, a 10 film series
continued on page 8
Lesbians and Gay Men in America."
Colby students, facul t y an d
adminislration joined members of th<
Waterville community to watch a
series of seven films , shown twice
each Sunday , followed by a
discussion led by a Colby student oj
staff member (including the
President himself). Deans Janice
Seitzinger
and
Joyce
McPhetres-Maisel deserve much of
the credi t for the success of this
continued on page 15

Edi torial communicatio ns should
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Tar Baby Strikes Again
by William Safire \
c.1986 N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON - One difference
between French appeasement and
American appeasement is that France
pays ransom in arms and gets
additional hostages taken.
Another difference is that the
French have long been brazen in
their willingness to succumb to
blackmail; President Reagan plays
the hypocrite by adopting a
tougher-than-thou public attitude
toward terrorist states while secret!)
caving in to their demands.
Other nations handle appeasemenl
of Iran in their own way. With
50,000 Jews in Iran, Israel has a
much larger if subtler hostage
problem; moreover, Persians are
Moslems but not Arabs, and have
traditionally traded with Israel when
the Arab world froze Jews out.
Thus it is in Israel's interest to keep
secret ties to elements in Iran,
thereby pressuring the common Iraqi
enemy, but at the same time
protecting itself against Iranian
fanatics. Such a straddle suits a
Jewish state . hardened to the
duplicities of the Middle East.
The Saudis, too, have recently
offered their sop to Cerberus by
doublecrossing their Arab brethren.
A year ago, to help fellow Arabs in
Traa bv denvine oil revenues to Iran.
¦

King Fahd directed Sheik Yamani to
slash the world price of oil. The
ayatollah refused to relent, and sent
Iran's oil minister to the king to
warn of a Shiite revolt within The
Kingdom unless he reversed his ou>
price policy . The Saudis "

surrendered; Yamani was publicly
humiliated, and King Fahd is now
doing Iran 's bidding by seeking a
. higher price for oil.
So we see how the French, the
Israelis and the Saudis all have theii
motives in trading with humanity's
enemy; the quesiton is, what is the
United States' motive?
Col, Robert McFarlane, the
departed national security adviser,
insists" that "my motive throughout
has been the long-range strategic
relationship of the U.S. with Iran."
But such a motive flies in the face oi
the policy that elected Reagan, and
one of the few policies that unite the
state and defense departments in this
administration: no rewards for states
supporting internationalterrorism.
Although McFarlane may now
affect geopolitical pretensions, the
fact is that last year he was out chief
hostage negotiator. His appeal to
Reagan for a secret life after the
Situation Room was based on his
promise to finish negotiating the
release of the American hostages.
continued on page 15

by James Reston
c.1986 N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON- The last thing
President Reagan needs in the final
two years of his presidency is a
running fight with the Democratic
majorities in Congress over the
conduct of foreign policy.Yet he is
now in danger of encouraging, even
of provoking such a partisan
struggle with his secret efforts to
trade weapons to Iran for American
hostages in Lebanon.
It 's odd that the president has
chosen such a battleground - in Iran
of all places, the nightmare of
President Carter's final failures!
Reagan, despite all his promises nol
to make deals with terrorists, has
been caught in this barter attempt,
and refuses to explain even to his
own Cabinet what he was doing.
The secretary of state, George
Shultz, and the secretary of defense,
Caspar Weinberger, opposed the
idea when they found out about it
late in the game. They could scarcely
believ e that the president had
authorized the National Security
Council in the White House to send
Robert McFarlane, a former national
security adviser, to Iran with an Iris!
passport and a Bible in one hand and
a cake in the other to deal with
somebody there for the hostages

Tell Me No Coattails

by Russell Baker
c.1986 N.Y. Times News Service
The shabby state Of American education
may be measured by the large amount of
misleading talk devoted recently to the
president's coattails. Ignorance about
presidential coattails seems to be almost
universal even among those who ought to be
learned, if not wise, about such things.
I refer to people who make a living by
analyzing the meaning of elections. Most of
these wizards have said the Republican loss
of the Senate shows, among other things, thai
President Reagan has no coattails.
Nonsense. Since the president was not on
the ballot, he was never tested for coattails.
As they used to teach in high school civics
class, but apparently haven't for quite some
t ime, the "coattails " phenomenon occurs
when vast hordes turn out to vote for a highly
popular candidate and, as long as they're
there, stay to vote for the rest of his ticket.
The principle is illustrated in a Sidney
Hyman story about a minor candidate on the
New York Democratic ticket in a year when
Franklin Roosevelt ran for president. When
the candidate complained to the local boss thai
the party was doing nothing to help him , the
boss patiently asked if he had ever seen the
Stolen Island ferry dock.
Of course, said the candidate. Then he had
surely noticed, said the boss, that when the
ferry came into the slip, great quantities of
garbage that had been floating on the water
were sucked in with it.
"Roosevelt," tlie boss explained, "is going
to be your Stolen Island ferry."
Ferryboat or coattails, the principle is the
same: if the president doesn't ruTn, you can't
tell the state of his coattails.
What everybody has ighorcd is that
President Reagan made a political mistake thai

The Iranian Triangle

nobody who passed high school civics shouk
ever make.
As they used to teach high school civics, bu
apparently don't anymore, and maybe never
did where Reagan went to school, presidents
who become deeply involved in midterm
elections can expect only disaster.
The classic citation when I was a school lad
was Woodrow Wilson's plea to the countryir
the midterm elections of 1918 to give him a
Democratic Congress. The result: Republican
House, Republican Senate.
The next president to err was Franklin
Roosevelt, whose attempt to purge his
opponents in 1938 became his first and only
humiliation at the polls. Wisely, President
Eisenhower resisted pressures to stake his
great popularity in midterm elections, thus
avoiding ignorant abuse of his coattails aftei
the Democratic landslide of 1958.
Dear Political Analysts: Never mind the
coattails, j ust tell us why the president doesn'
know his high school civics.
Analysts of the conserv ative persuasion ,
d espite their repu t a t ion for sup erior
schooling, have shown litt le, grasp of recent
history.* Their favori te theme is that
Democratic Senate gains do not mean there
will be a revival of liberalism.
To conservatives, liberalism is like Count
Dracula. They know it is dead, they keep
telling everybody it is d ead , but their secret
terror is that the stake has not yet been driven
through its heart. Could it rise again? Mot as c
result of this election - or so they have been
announcing for the past week.
They wouldneed no assurance on this point
if they paused to recall Reagan's huge military
spending program and the vast budget deficit.
If liberalism means using public money to
improve tho quality of public life, six years ol
Reaganism have already made liberalism
continued on page 21

after the arms had gone to Tehran.
Also, it now appears that there was
another character, by name Marine
Lt. Col. Oliver North, involved in
the Iranian deal, who had also
worked with the administration on
covert operations to send arms to the
anti-Sandinistarebels in Nicaragua.
The Democrats, having kept
control of the House and gained it ir
the Senate in this month's elections,
naturally want to look into all this,
and not only the Iranian question.
They want to know not only who
North is but what role he played for
the National Security Council in
Nicaragua, and in the air raid on
Libya , and what Admiral
Poindexter, the current national
security adviser, had in mind with
his "disinformation " policy on
Libya.
The president is saying that all this
is out of bounds. Shultz and
Weinberger have been told to shut
up about Iran, and Congress is beinj
told that the activities of Poindexter
and -North are protected by
"executive privilege" and that they
cannot be questioned by the new
Democratic chairmen of the
congressional committees.
This is obviously a formula for a
two-year confrontation between the
president and Congress, precisely al

the time when the president needs
the support of the Democratic
majority with the Soviet Union for
the control of nuclear weapons.
The president is in a weak positior
to win such an argument with
Congress. He had not been able to
explain his swap with the Russians
of an American reporter for a spy.
He has been embarrassed by the
National Security Council's efforts
to wage the "disinformation"
campaign on Libya. The shooting
down of an American plane carrying
weapons to the Nicaraguan rebels
has seemed to violate his promises
to Congress, and at the summit
meeting with Mikhail Gorbachev in
Iceland the president got hiixed up
by offering to eliminate not merely
all ballistic missiles but all nuclear
missiles as well. Sen. Sam Nunn oi
Georgia, the new head of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, is still
trying to untangle this blunder.
It is the combination of all these
events since the air raid on Libya tha
has encouraged the Democrats to use
their new investigative authority to
find out what's going on and who is
directing American foreign policy the State Department or some
unknown and unavailable officials in
the White House.
continued on page 15
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Transfers : Lives In the Balance

by Mark D. Wilson
Imagine calling your parents one
evening and say ing, "Well guys,
thanks for paying this year's tuition
and seeing me safely off to college,
but I'm having some problems. I
don't like it here, and I'd like to
leave. Despite our careful selection
of a college, it just isn't working
out." O.K., they can handle it. The
inevitable question is , of course,
"What would you like to do now?"
This year, some nine students
answered this question with
"Colby. " One of these was
sophomore Karen Diver, a transfer
from Ithaca College. She cites a
"smaller student body and more
professor-student interaction" in her
choice to transfer to Colby. Junior
Craig Welch says "Colby is overall a
much higher quality school, with a
better distribution between class
years in the dorms and no graduate
students teaching courses." Jodie
Brace, a transfer from Simmons,
wanted a "Better Art program" and
"didn't get along with some of the
students there." "I left Union
College to get out of the grimy,
depersonalizing city for some clean
air, a better English Department, and
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more 'down to earth,people."
Such qualities that draw people tc
Colby also turn people away. I was
fortunateenough to track down one
such person thinking of leaving
Colby because "Colby is in the
boonies and is so small. It doesn't
offer the variety of courses that I
want and I don't really get along
with a lot of the people here - rich
Prep-School kids. I want to be
closer to home, too."
Indeed, in almost all cases ,
location was a big factor in coming
here. "Colby was closer to home,
making travel time less of a hassle,"
said one transfer. Another quipped
"It is closer to the kinds of things I
like to do: skiing, skating, etc. "
Some students go far away from
home to college" and outreach
themselves. An old but still true
cliche is "Y ou've got to get away
from home to appreciate just how
good you had it there." Students
who try this come back arid find
their town/state a little bigger - with
more possibilities - and -in the
process learn something about how
the world works and more
importantly about themselves.
It is not easy. Transfers are put in i
hard situation socially. They know
no one in their own class and

haven't formed those special bonds
that freshmen do in experiencing
college for the first time. Indeed,
those friends they,have left behind al
their old school, make it even
harder.
Unanimously, transfers agree thai
Colby does not do enough during
Orientation for them. The program
has been called "inadequate " and
"laughable" by those I've talked to.
You are "sort of" invited to
Orientation, but once you get there
you generally find you have no
roommate, no Orientation Packet,
and no Orientation Group. So for the
first few confusing days you are
alone - the worst possible time to be
so.

One person I talked to suggested
that "Transfers should room together
because they have special needs and
are having different experiences than
freshmen." Yet in the majority of
cases transfers gravitate toward
freshmen for the very reason that
both groups are experiencing Colby
for the first time - a natural reaction
to a strange environment.
Other than problems with the
Orientation process, the transfers
I've talked to have said that the
school has done well by them.
Transferring credits. res_ondin_ to

by Berke Breathed

special academic needs, getting
registration packets early and
registering early are cited as good
things the school does for transfers.
So overall, Colby does a fairly
good job getting transfers through
the mechanics of the first days, but
otherwise we are "caught in the
middle" between being freshmen
and upperclassmen and left to forage
for ourselves. Yet, generally
transfers, unlike freshmen , choose
to come to (or leave) a school
because they know what they want,
and are changing schools to better
meet their needs. The rest is up to us, and you. If
you don't know a transfer, get to
know one. If you do, get to know
him or her a littlebetter. Chances are
they know a hell of a lot about life.

Therapeu tic

Conversation
by Allison Como
Silence is not a good remedy for
cancer. The panel presentation,
Coping With Cancer- Patients,
Family, and Friends, helped to cure
this problem last Wednesday,
November 12 in Williams Lounge.
Professors Ed Kenney and Jo
Rosenthal and students Kathy
Lowney and Jill Paradis made up the
panel. Colby psychotherapist Dr.
Janet Irgang served as moderator.
The presentation began with each
member of the panel giving a brief
history of their own experience.
Questions , comments, and open
discussion followed , with both
panel members and the audience
expressing their feelings and
thoughts. Topics covered in the
discussion involved not only the

Look Out for
the Car !
by W endy Daup hinais
The other night I was crossing the
street on the crosswalk in between
the library and Lovejoy when I
heard a high pitched hum of an
accelerating engine approaching me.
I looked up and as the headlights
flashed on me, the car continued to
pick up speed.
I thought to myself, "Where the
hell did that car come from? It
wasn't anywhere in sight when I
started crossing the street a few
seconds ago."
"Wait, this is not time for logic," J
told myself, as I darted across the
street, feeling the breeze from the cat
that sped by me. When I turned
around and looked at the bottom of
the hill by the Student Center, the cai
was turning the comer without even
breaking for the stop sign.
Have Colby students ever heard oi
the law about pedestrians having the
continued on page 12
effects of the diagnosis on the patien
and those around them but also the
treatment of the illness, including the
physical and emotional after effects.
Those in attendence were both
pleased with the opportunity for
discussion and the information
provided.
Sophomore Tracy
Gionfiriddo noted, "The fact that the
panel was honest and held nothing
despite the presence of their peers
was fantastic. They didn't sugar
anything over. Everyone let us
know how hard it was to deal with
cancer."
Dr. Irgang was also especially
pleased. She told the Echo, "You
learned what it was like to have
chemotherapy but also where to go
for the best treatment. Also, [the
panel conveyed] a sense of comfort
and that no one should suffer alone.'

Accidentia Elsewhere
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Lewiston, Maine:
Tw o Ba tes j uni ors were char ged wi th
"Unacceptable Social Behavior" following
their handing on an assistant biology
professor's door a condom filled with cream
,. cheese and water. One student withdrew
voluntarily from the college, and the other
was suspended indefinitely by the Student
Conduct Committee. While the case was not
treated by tlie committee as one of sexual
harassmen t, the issue has sparked a wave of
student protest concerning sexual harassment,

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Clin ton, New York:

The Faculty Committee on Fraternities at
Hamil ton College has prepare d a . report
criticizing the college's Fraterni ty sys tem and
recommending their abolishment. Their report
concluded that the fraternities were "...not a
useful or healthy part..." of life at Hamilton ,
and noted that members of fraternities had
significantly lower GPA's than the campus
average and that fraternity members were
involved in cases of disciplinary action six
times more frequently than other studen ts.
The Committee proposed the creation of a
commi ttee of Trustees , facul ty,
administrators, and students to begin
discussions with the fraternities on the sole or
cift of the houses.

Inadvertentl y, Roy dooms tho entire earth

to annihilation wh en, in an attempt to be
friendly, he seizes their leader by the
head and shakes vigorously.

South of the Border

by Jodie Caruolo
The following are p arts two and
three of a four-part series on Colby's
AbroadProgram.
Freshman

WHMB DJ Scott Cameron on the air.

(

photo by Rebecca Binder

WHMB: Why Not Tune In?
by Lauren Sheridan
Phew! It's Friday. Another week
of classes gone by the wayside.
Time to relax . Maybe, instead of
instinctively reaching into the fridge
for that bottle of Lowenbrau
(Stroh's, if you're on my kind of
budget), you should turn to 90.5on
the dial and see what's brewing on
Colby's radio station. Maybe you'll
be pleasantly surprised.
WMHB , Colby's claim to fame or
the airways, has pre-scheduled spots
which run Monday through Sundaj
from 8 am to 2 am. The radio
station provides its D. J.'s with a
box of current tunes and some
suggestions on what to play, but like
most stations, the disc jockeys create
their own programs. If you tune ir
during the week, you could hear
everything from jazz to the currents
in . the music world , like
Euro-African beats.
Ted Pappadopolis, the station
manager, would like to accomplish
two goals this year. He would like
the radio sta tion to become stereo,
and he would like to see WMHB
opera te year 'round. The first of
these two goals is likely to be
accomplished next semester. The
second is also soon to be reality.
For the first time, the radio st at ion
has continued to run through the
summer with the help of the local
Maine community. Though WMHB
has always answered requests and
done public service announcements
on behalf of the local community,
this is the first year that a member oi
the Waterville community not
otherwise affiliated with Colby has
helped with tlie actual operation of
the radio station . Veteran D.J.
Annie Earhart aided Pappadopolis in
organizing tlie summer schedule and
running tho station on breaks.

Earhart has been a D.J. on WTOS in
Skowhegan and WCOZ in Boston.
When asked what kind of
qualifications were needed to
become a D.J. for WMHB ,
Pappadopolis replied that the key
was experience. A candidate for
D.J. has to know how to use the
equipment, and how to handle
himself or herself on the air. For all
of you who have secretly dreamed
of letting it loose over the airwaves,
you might be surprised to know that
it is relatively easy to receive a
license. There is no test. You
simply apply to the Federal
Communications Commission to
basically let them know you're on
the air. Then, you find a radio
station like WMHB that is willing tc
let you get your experience.
At this point you may be saying tc
yourself, "Ye ah , so what makes
WMHB any different from any othei
rad io station?" The answer is
diversity. Pappadopolis and the
radio station arc trying to give Colby
and the local Maine communities it
reaches an alternative to the top-forty
found on other channels.
When he is given the chance to
make a request, Pappadopolis asks
people to listen. Given the chance tc
make a complaint, he notes the
unwillingness of tlie Spa manager tc
play WMHB on the radio. So, nex t
time you're han ging out in the Spa ,
give the manager a nudge, and say,
"Why don't we listen to WMHB
tonight?"
For more information or questions
abou t WMHB, feel free to contact
WMHB's executive committee: Ted
Pappadopolis , Station Manager;
Doug McDonald , Assistant Sta tion
Manager; Ted Warren , Music
Director; Jen Spencer, Seretory and
Treasurer; and John Haynes ,
Protiram Director.

Since 1982, Colby has offered itstudents the opportunity to study in
the city of Cuernavaca, Mexico.
The beautiful location and
year-round spring-like climate
provides an excellent atmosphere for
students to learn about Mexican
society, the Spanish language, and
Mexican history. Professor Arthur
Greenspan, coordinator of the Colby
College Programs Abroad, feels that
studying in a foreign country such
as Mexico is a source of tremendous
personal and academic growth.
The Cuernavaca program is
offered to any student interested in
studying in Mexico. No previous
knowledge of the Spanish language
is necessary. Though the program ii
open to all Colby students, many
freshmen decide to take their first
semester.
This semester,
twenty-sevenstudents chose to take
the intensive, fourteen week, sixteen

credit session at the Center for
Bilingual Multicultural Studies.
Five days a week, six hours a day,
are devoted to courses in Spanish,
Spanish composition, Mexican
literature, and Mexican society.
Students are placed in small classes
of four or five Colby students
according to their levels of
profic iency in Spanish. Initially,
civilization classes are taught in a
half English/half Spanish format, the
classes being taught in Spanish first
and then repeated in English. As the
students become more familiar with
the language, the classes are taught
exclusively in Spanish. Grades are
givenby the Colby faculty affiliate ir
Cuernavaca, Henry Holland , in
association with the Mexican
instructors.
While it may seem that the
students have little time to enjoy
themselves aside from the heavy
workload, many activities are
planned. Each student is allowed a
two hundred dollar vacation
allowance that can be used for any
(or all) of the overnight or three-day

excursions to Mexico City, Oaxaco,
or-Acapulco. The students reside
with Mexican families, and thus are
allowed to experience the Mexican
customs first-hand. Spending a
semester in Cuernavaca costs no
more than a semester at Colby and
includes travel expenses, health
plan , food, lodging, group trips, anc
the academic fees. Those in need of
financial aid can still qualify for it if
they want to study in Mexico.
While some students just go to
Cuernavaca to satisfy their language
requirement, others go to immerse
themselves in the culture and the
language. Professor Greenspan
remembers a student who tried to
exempt himself from the language
requirement because he was
dyslexic. He was convinced to go
to Cuernavaca and returned to Colby
a Spanish major because his
experience was so influencing. The
study abroad program offers great
opportunities to learn about a new
culture and language.

PCF: Know the Risks
Phencychdme (PCP) is an
hallucinogenic drug - i.e. one that
produces profound alterations in
sensation, mood and consciousness
that may involve the senses of
hearing , touch, smell, or taste, as
well as visual experiences that depart
from reality.
Since its effects are hi ghly
unpredictable, including bizarre
behavior and disorientation, there is
a significant risk of accidental
injuries and death such as drowning,
falling and automobile accidents.
PCP users may also commit
homicides under the influence of the
drug.
Because PCP is an anesthetic
compound it produces an inability tc
feel pain which can lead to serious
bodily injury.
Health hazards resulting from the
use of PCP are complicated by the
use of many other substances that
are similar to PCP and produce the
same effects , but are frequently
more toxic than pure PCP. One of
PCC
(or
these ,
1-pcperidinocyclohexane carbonitrtle), a substance that is formed
during tlie manufacture of PCP , is
very toxic , and it frequen tly
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contaminates the PCP that is sold on
the street.
Mothers who used PCP
throughout pregnancy delivered
babies who had visual , auditory and
motor disturbances, as well as
sudden outbursts of agitation and
other rapid changes in awareness
similar to responses in adults
intoxicated with PCP.
Unlike other hallucinogens, PCP
produces feelings of mental
depression in some individuals; and
when used regularly, memory,
perception , concentration and
judgment are often disturbed. In
large doses it may cause permanent
brain dysfunction.
PCP can induce a psychotic state
in many ways indist in guis h able
from schizophrenia.
Prevalence of Use: Amoung high
school seniors , PCP use in the past
30 days increased from 1.0 percent
in 1984 to 1.6 percent in 1985.
Washingt on, D.C. is second only
to Los Angeles as the city wi th th e
largest number of emergency room
mentions for PCP abuse nationwide.
Risk Factors: People who abuse
other substances appear to tjc more
at risk for abusing PCP, than those

^___—__^_____ ___^^ -___ ^^^^^
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who are not multiple drug users.
Most of those using PCP reported
that they used marijuana and alcohol
prior to trying PCP.
Young people, who use PCP in
addition to marijuana and alcohol,
seem to identify strongly with
groups of peers who look favorably
on the use of drugs. They appear tc
use PCP to dispel boredom and
enhance the- pace of life - and to
regard risktaking and adventure as
fundamental components of their
lifestyle.
Other risk factors that have
emerged, that predispose to PCP use
include a previous history of
treatment either for substance use or
emotion al problems, including
self-destructive behaviors.
User Characteristics: Half of the
high school seniors who use PCP
start before entering tenth grade.
Patterns of Use-In a study of
young adult male PCP users 21-38
years , 86 percent reported using
over- the-counter
caffeine
preparations; 81 percent alcohol; 81
percen t cannabis prepara tions ; 62
percen t other hallucinogens ; 58
percent tobacco products; and 20

continued on page 6

by Berke Breath ed
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The Iranian Issue

Matt Moran 's Eating Out

have lightened up on their view of
by Christine Michaud
the U.S. as a Great Satan; at least
The Echo will be running a weekly when the stakes are a planeload of
column asking Colby students for military equipment per hostage
the ir op inions on vario us released. According to a recent
controversial subjects on the national Newsweek article, three hostages,
and local scenes. If you have an Benjamin Weir, Lawrence Jenco ,
opinion which you would like to and more recently David Jacobsen
express or an idea f o rthe subjectof have "been released due to pressure
an ar ticle, p lease send them to from Iran on their captors since the
start of shipments, although they
Christine Michaudat Box 753.
have received more than three plane
Not long ago it was revealed that loads of guns , ammunition , and
top members of the Reagan spare parts for their decrepit fleet of
administration , including the formei fighter planes. At least for now, it
head of the National Security appears as if the deal is basically
Co uncil , Robert McFarlane, had working.
I asked a n umber of Colby
travelled to Teheran in the past
students their opinion on the recently
several months in hopes of
negotiating with Iran for the release disclosed arms dealings between the
of hostages. It seems that for nearly governments of Iran and the United
a year now the administration has States; whether they approved of thi;
been involved With shipping arms to softening of Reagan 's previous
the gov ernment of Iran in return for policy of not negotiating with
the pressure by Iran on the Iranian- terrorists, and whether they felt it
backed terrorist groups in Lebanon was an effective way of gaining the
hostag es' release from the group
who are currently holding six
American hostages. Iran seems to Islamic Jihad. The vast majority of

|>rinking is simple. Therefore this c&tan will be
simple. The tricky part of drinking "is-the social
situation: the surtotaidiiigs one chooses and the
Mends one decides &> accompany hint o*,her« TSte
wholeaffair <\anbe itiiiiated k differentways. "Shall
1
we get drinks?" "Let's get hanurawedtl' "We could
:
stop by T, Woody's on our way to the library."
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The Colby in Dijon Program is an
excellent opportunity for students to
become aquainted with the French
language and the Frenchis culture
first-hand. The program offered
in the fall to those students having
thc.equivalent of three years of high
school French (one year being the
senior year) or one semester of
college French.
Colby students in Dijon arc housed
in the International Student House in
single rooms, and attend classes at
the International Center for French
Studies at the University of Dijon .
Unlike in Cuernavaca, where Colby
students take classes with other
American students, the classes in
Dijon arc larger and arc comprised
stuc^ ents fr° m mnn y different
°^
nations, This type of environment
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student cannot fall back on English
to communicate with his classmates,
All attempts at speaking with others
in class must be made in French.
For 1986, Elizabeth Bowen, of
Brown University, is the full-time
director of Colby in Dijon. She and
twenty Colby students arc in Dijon
now, immersed in the culture and
participating in many activities,
Colby students are encouraged to
join French students in activities
such as handball , hockey and
cycling in an athletic complex at the
University. Tlie experience Colby
students
get while
by studying in Dijon
is
their meetings and
enhanced
relationships with the Frcncli
students and the discovery of the
beautiful country of France.
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Commons Unity

by Jim Sullivan

Unity - it's an old, banished
fraternity term which has been
transplanted in to the Commons
System. Ideally, a' given student is
supposed to establish some sort of
relationship with his or her
Commons. Fraternities developed
fraternal relationships between its
members, and it was hoped that the
Commons System would do the
same between its students. Well - it
hasn't and its had two and a half
years to try. (If there is a student
who is sincerely attached to his or
her Commons I'd like to hear from
him or her in next week's Echo ,
perhaps.)
So then, there is no Commons
Unity , and yet we are forced to
socially adhere to its restrictions.
Two issues - room selection and
intramurals - have more or less
nothing to do with each other except
that they are instruments which servt
to promote and support someone's
laamg aupc ui v~__iuuui i_ uj ii uy.

When fraternities were abolished a
Colby one of the main complaints
against them was that they were
exclusive and hoarded prime real
estate along frat row. These old frat
houses are still exclusive ; if you
weren't placed in any of those
houses in the beginning, then the
chances are that you won't jjet in on
your own the followin g year.
Everyone was supposed to hav e
equal access to all housing, but each
of the four Commons guards it own
private chunk which caters first and
foremost to its own private
members.
It seems self-defeating to replace
one exclusive system with another doesn 't it? Seniority issues aside,

room selection must be restructured
so that every student has equal
access to every room on this
campus. If we set out to p lan on
being fair to every student, then
we've got to be fair to every student.
This year the Commons Unity
issue has infiltrated the intramurals
leagues. I-PIay was one of the great
social organizations that has been
ripped apart and molded into a
puppet of the Commons system.
Teams are now Commons-based.
Independent teams hav e been
outlawed. A few token players are
allowed from outside a Commons,
but if a group of friends (who have
competed together in years gone-by*
are separated by Commons, then
they will not be allowed to resurrect
their team. We used to get psyched
for I-Play sports , but now who care;
- who knows. Example - In I-Play
Softball, teams competed out of the
sheer desire for competition. The
only prize at the end of a
championshi p season was the
satisfaction of knowing that your
team was the best - and the coveted
I-Play t-shirts. Now (if there even
are any teams) we are supposed to
play for the. Commons Cup. If we
wanted a cup we would have asked
for one.
The Commons Cup, the
Commons Cup
Use it for trash, and fill it up, up.
We don 't play intramurals to see
our Commons name inscribed on a
cup; we play purely to compete. It
was all informal and the only reward
sought was just a little bit of glory.
When softball season rolls around
this year, it might be time to unite _k
Commons Cup with a blow torch
and go out and just play some ball.

Wake Me When Its Over
by Scott A. Lanier
The following article is the first of
a two part mini-series (unfortunately
not starring Joan Collins and George
Hamilton).
"Imagination is funny. It makes a
cloudy day sunny; makes a bee think
of honey, just as I think of you."
The other evenin g , for wha tev er
reason, I had this happy little Barber
Shop tunc playing in my head , and ]
began lo think , for whatever reason,
about our dear Colby College. More
specifically, I began to think about
this particular academic year; my
senior year; my last year. Won't you
come and reminisce with me for jusl
a bit?
How has this year been for you,
so far"? Have you been comfortable?
Getting enough rest? Eating righ t?
Goodness , I hope sol Well now ,
has t he year been p ar t icularly
memorable? Fun, even? I'm sort of
bored , an d in my despera t ion , I
guess I'm writing for help. Over the
pnst three years, I've read countless

The "New Right" or the
"New New Right?"

by Joe Simpson
This question has continuously
concerned me since the fervent
renewal of rightist and so-called
"traditional family values." During
the two and one half years I lived in
Germany, I carefully listened to
numerous accounts of the
happenings before and throughout
the Third Reich. In addition, my
research and studies of the Weimar
Republic and its immediate
followings as well as earlier German
cultural and social/political structures
have startingly confirmed my
suspicion that, in truth, there is little
difference between the "New Right"
leading to the Third Reich and the
"New New Right " of today.

Comparing events and tendencies
then and now reveals frightenings
similarities.
The first of which I'd point out is
economic. The Germans of the
Weimar Republic suffered acutely
under the financial burdens of the
Versailles Treaty. The U.S. doesn't
have such a treaty. We have a two
trillion dollar national debt! In
addition to this, according to an
M.I.T. economics professor , "The
loan portfolios of American banks
include more than 500 billion dollars
in farm and Third World debt for
which default is easily imagined."
The fact is, the U.S. is the world's
largest debtor and still the American
consumers , businesses , .and

government continue to go into debt
at record rates. Those who believe in
government insurance funds haven't
compared these insignificant funds
to the probable losses. Yet despite
these debts, military spending
skyrockets. The social welfare cuts
under the German Brunning
administration can be directly
compared
with
Reagan
administration cuts as well as the
justifications given for these cuts.
The "Red Threat" led in Germany
to the "En abling Act " silencing
opposition and securing Hitler
dictatorial powers . This "Red
Threat," which allowed Germans to
see their world as consisting only of
continued on page 8

The Rest of the Story
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tickets, bad grades and old birthday
cards there in the hop>e that they will
be gone for good. These aren 't the
frustrating examples. The ones that
really kill you are the things* you
need daily. Room keys and car keys
have a natural gravitationalpull to th<
hot spots. It 's not until you 're abou!
to use the car that you realize that
they have fallen victim to the black
hole. It is common procedure to turn
the house upside down while
looking for these items, all the while
your only assistance is the haunting
question, "Where did you put them
last?"
In fact there is an entire step by
step guide on retrieving black hole
items. The classic is to retrace your
steps, "where were you when you
continued on page 8

Imagination |
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articles of complaint. It would seem
a lot of people are bored. Shall we
do something about it? Yes, let 's
shall. But what?
How 'bout a Screw Your
Roommate party? (Dig that double
entendre). Or maybe we could
throw a Scmi-Formal/Scmi-Naked
party? Gosh, what fun. Hey, howz
about a toga party? (Toga, toga,
togal - Just like they chanted in
Ancient Greece). Dear God , we
gotta do somethmg about this! And I
don't mean another letter bemoaning
the demise of the fratermUcs. How
dull can we be? It's as if we're
act ually trying to fes ter in the same
old mire. Where's our imag ina tion?
Wh ere's our collective spunk - or
did we ever have any to begin with?
I'd like to make several
suggestions as a sincere senior who
wants to enjoy his last hurrah. First ,
can we please stop blaming
everything on the banning of tlie
fraternities, three years after tlie fact'
They are gone. They are not coming
back, And by the same token , can 't

we stop worrying about the so-callcc
"underground" fraternities? What
right does anyone have to restrict
informal organizations? Secondly,
can we please dispense with the term
"Commons Unity?" There is no
such tiling. Colby will never be that
big.
Third , and most importantly (to
me), "powers that be," can we
please have parties On wceknights,
as well as weekend ni ghts? I'm
twenty-one. I'm about to leave my
alma mater. I think it's extremely
unfair mat I'm being restricted at this
point in my life, and at this price.
Oh, and party d esigners , can w c
p lea se mak e some of these part ies
more innovativ e? Have a contest or
something, My entry suggestions:
steal a few. ideas from the
off-campus crowd. They have
innumerable successful parties wi th
them es like "Come as your favorite
milli onaire , Come as your favori t e
film idol , An drogynous Party, etc.,"
and have more live bonds play on
campus. I will never understand this

fascination with taped music, and
bands that play exact replicas of
radio music, over origin al live
music. There is something exciting
and spontaneous about live bands
with integrity - a shared pleasure
between performer and partaker.
And how about having several
parties , in several places, in one
night - or is this too innovative?
Have a band in Foss, a DJ at the
Student Center, and some theme
p ar t y in
ano t her u dorm.
SOMETHING! Anything new.
We need more freedom to move.
Student Center parties should be
extended to later hours. Wecknight
par t ies shoul d cer t ainly no t b e
banned . Tlie rest is up to us , the
students. We hove imag ina t ions,
don 't wc? We can be more original ,
can't we? Blaming our n ear tot al lack
of fun on the ab olishmen t of
fraternities three years ago is a cop
out , at this point, We have a
consi d erable port ion of the year lef t
to be bold and different, or to
continue to acquiesce and complain.

Be imaginative; make suggestions;
rebel against the High School
Screw-Your- Roommate age. If the
rest of this year is dull, be mature
enough to admit that, trite as it
sounds, we have no one to blame
but ourselves.
Oh, and if we do wind up having t
perpetually dull and unimaginative
year, would somebody do me a
favor and woke me when it's over.

JOIN THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
NOV. 20

10th ANNIVERSARY
A/WERKAN
y>CANCER
f SOCIETY*

Muddied Waters
t» continued from page 2
entided - "One and Ten, Gay Men
and Lesbians in America," was
presented throughout the spring oi
last year. After each film, the
opportunity,for discussion existed,
with faculty, administrators and
students leading those discussions.
For the past three years, orientation
programs for Hall Staff have
included
workshops
on
Homophobia, and a frank discussior
ensued at this year's Leadership
Retreat for elected student leaders. Ir
addition, at least six forums have
occured this fall around sexuality
issues , all facilitated by
administrators. We have made sure
that certain newspapers and books
are available in our library,
developed resource lists for area
support and talked extensively about

Right

• continued from page 7
friends and foes, developed into a
general depersonalization of
Communists, Jews, Gypsies,
Socialists , and other so-called
"threats to national security. "
Depersonalization of Russians and
other Communists makes it easy for
Americans, as it did for Germans, tc
believe in force as an alternative to
peaceful methods. One must
remember that Nazism did not
promise war and gas chambers.
These aspects came gradually undei
a camouflage of a new patriotism
and a pledge to restore "traditional
. family v alues." The second in
command during the Third Reich,
Albert Speer, stated after serving his
twenty year prison term in Spandau,
"If I had to draw one single lesson
from the horrors of WWII, it would
be not to depersonalize your enemy.
Once this happens - whether it is a
case of Nazi or Jew, Communist oi
Capitalist, or black or white - the
greatest crimes are not only feasible
but inevitable." Not only does the
"New New Right" depersonalize itenemies, it depersonalizes any
"inconvenient" or "undesirable"
people including the American poor.
Perhaps their most successful
methods used to depersonalize the
poor are their denial methods,
outrightly ignoring poverty 's
presence or even proving through
misleading statistics that it doesn't
exist, simply by lowering the officio
poverty rate for example, or their
blaming method, condemning the
poor for their lot, saying tha t they
are either lazy or stupid and that theh
parasi t ic quali t ies arc st abbing
America in the back,
The "New New Right" concerning
itself with the same so-called
"weaknesses" against which Nazi
propagan d a warned, i.e. lack of
military strength and patriotism, alsc
follows the Nazi lead assuming the
right to intrude into the personal
affairs of the biology of ones body
by, for example, condemning
homosexuals or by terrorizing those
who consider having or have had
abortions. For those who hope the
"New New Right's" emphasis on
religion will make it different from

the lack of open gay and lesbian
support groups and organizations on
this campus. Unfortunately, the
administration and faculty members
can do little other than advocate
development of such groups without
the initiative from the student body.
Please do not misunderstand me, I
believe that there are a number of
students - gay, lesbian, bisexual and
heterosexualwho would like to have
such
groups
available.
Unfortunately, there seems to be
such imposing social pressure at
Colby against the freedom of self
expression around sexuality issues
that few students are comfortable
taking the lead in the establishment
of these most important groups —I
don't blame them. When many
students are exploring , their
sexuality,amount of sexual activity,
sexual inactivity,relationships, etc.,
there is a prev ailing sense of

the "New Right" of the Twenties
and Thirties, I recall the behavior of
the numerous religious figures who
not only lacked any real resistance tc
the Nazis but actually very, often laid
down the red carpet for them to
march in on! Sex and procreation,
abortion and contraception , and
religion and the maintenance of the
family are increasingly becoming
public and political issues subject tc
state control, yet present policy in th<
U.S. concerning these issues
disregards the particularly relevant
German experience.
I've often asked Germans who
lived during the Nazi period if they
were aware of what was happening.
The usual answer is , "no," but some
admit that if it was easy to be
ignorant and that if they didn't see
what was going on it was because
they didn't want to.
Younger Germans, however, ofter
comment that Americans seem to
ignore the nuclear threat with
amazing ease and point out that
though nuclear weapons might be in
the hands of sane and decent men,
there were also sane and decent men
in Germany during the Third Reich
and they didn 't avert the world's
worst blood bath. They also
maintain that toleration of the "New
New Right" and its militarism m akes
us responsible for it as the Germans
were responsible for tolerating
Nazism. They argue that the more
technological the world becomes, th«
more essential it will be to
emphasize individual freedom and
self- awareness. One former Nazi I
talked to, who had been stationed on
the Russian front , said that he was
attracted to Hitler for the same
reasons many young Americans arc
attracted to Reagan. He said that
Hitler made compcx problems,
"einfach. " This simplifying of great
problems and the magic of his
rhetoric both amazed and impressed
him. I believe he's right. Perhaps
before wc continue spreading our
"Rambo" and "Rocky IV" culture
around the world wc ought to
consider its consequences , our
responsibilities, and the lessons of
the Thud Reich!

tentativeness and insecurity around
one ' s own choices and
accompanying non-acceptance of a
choice which may be in the minority
The College is continually
attempting to challenge prejudicial
thought, protect freedom of choice
(so long as it is not injurious to
others) and promote individuality.
However, it is not a burden which
lays in the hands of the
administration alone, and, I believe
(I'm the eternal optimist) it is not a
task which is impossible to achieve.
Open discussion which destroys
prejudicial thought, educates those
who are uneducated, provides
opportunities for development and
continual critical appraisement of
one's integrity as a human being and
questions the judgment of others on
the basis of sexual preference, needs
to occur regularly. Individual effort
to reduce prejudice in this realm (and
all others) needs to be a part of
everyday life. Individual and
collective acts to not only abhor
prejudicial thoughts and actions but
also to confront them in others is
important to this end. These actions
will bring all of us at Colby closer tc
an environment where prejudice

Lost in Space

• continued from page 7
had them last." I" could never
understand how intelligent people
could ask such questions. I know
they're only trying to help,but what
the hell, if you knew where they
were last there wouldn't be a
problem. Besides, inevitably in this
process someone tells you that this
wouldn't have happened if you had
just put the item where it belongs;
keys on the key holder. These are
the same people that "never lose
anything." I am also convinced that
these are the same people who get uf
at 6 a.m. for a run and breakfast. If
only the black hole had the power tc
pull in humans.
The only objects that return from
the abyss of the black hole are things
you probably didn't want anyway.
The biggies in this catagory are
pens, magazines and garbage mail.
It has come to the point where wc
now h ave drawers full of misplaced
items. Even though we know where
they are, they are by na ture
considered misplaced. Things like
bottle openers, old eye glasses ,
campaign buttons, golf tees, watche*
and, of course, tons of string. No
one claims these things, and for a
good reason.
I heard Father Guido Sarducci
claim that he had been to Heaven
and back the other day. He said that
the first thing that he got at the
pearly g ates was everything tha t he
had ever lost. At that point he felt
two things. One, he finally felt sorry
for all those people who never lost
anything and two, he wished that
during his life he had lost a Jaguar.
If this is the only place that wc can
retrieve the items of the black hole,
then I guess I'll start parking my cat
in the living room next to the T.V..
At least I won't have to search for i t
and who knows, maybe I'll need a
cor in the after-life.

against individuals because of theh
sexual preference will be just as
unacceptable as is prejudice against
individuals because of their race,
creed or color.
Thank you,
Joyce McPhetres Maisel

the students with whom I spoke did
not approve of this action by the
Reagan administration. Many of
them seemed to feel.that while the
intention was good, possibly even
gaining the release of the six men
currently-being held, in the long run
it will only "cause nioreproblems. As
one student told me, "Sending arms
to Iran is just asking for trouble," 01
in more graphic terms, "Giving
arms to the Iraniansis like handing a
psychotic killer a loaded gun."
Other students expressed extreme
scepticism about Iran's motives in
going along with the deal. "Why
shouldn't they deal with us?" one
student asked. "They release a few
hostages in return for weapons and
ammunition which they need, and
the next time they want to strike baci
at America they use the guns we
gave them and seize a few more!"
Even one vehement Reagan
supporter agreed, saying, "It'll save
a few people but harm many more;
not really bright I'm afraid." Even
more than the fear that trading arms
to a country as blatan tly
anti-American as Iran is not the best
thing, students expressed dismay at
Reagan's weakening on the subject
of negotiating with terrorist groups,

"Usually I like Ronald Reagan,
because he does what he says he's
going to do, even if I do disagree
with it, but now I just can't trust
him." To which another student
responded,"Well , I always thought
that he [Reagan] was two-faced, but
this certianly didn't do anything to
improve my opinion of him." .
Of those students who expressed
an opinion, only a very few
supported the deal. As one.student
commented, "Some of the hostages
have been held for more than a year.
I think the administration is justified
in dealing with Iran if it will get the
Americans out." Most, however,
seemed to feel that there had to be a
better way to deal with the crisis ihar
to deal in arms with Iran.

Math Puzzle
Win $5 and become famous by
being the first student to submit to
Professor Swain (Mudd 414) the
correct solution to the following
problem:
Two men jointly own x cows
which they sell for x dollars per
head, and with the returns they buy
sheep at 12 dollars per head. As then
income from the cows is not
divisible by 12, they purchase a
lamb with the remainder. Later they
divided the flock so that each man
had the same number of animals.
The man with the lamb was
therefore somewhat shortchanged.
To even things up, the other man
gave him his harmonica. How much
was the harmonica worth?
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A Frivolous Sport?
DearEditor
Thank God the season's over! The
Mules are sporting another 1-7
season while being outscored
206-57. That translates to three
winning seasons in twenty-six
years!
The statistics are staggering.Colbj
must make a serious decision soon
on whether to drop the program.
The school seems to be torn on
dropping a one-hundred year
tradition or tampering with the
potential loss of alumni funds. The
Trustees continue to believe the
alumni wish to keep the program,
when, in fact , they have no
substantial evidence. I believe most
would not care to voice an opinion
either way. Regardless, a dying
program survives.
The highlight of the season came,
however, prior to the start of the
Bowdoin game. Most of us in the
Greater Boston area were subjected
to the Boston Globe's November
8di slapstick article on Colby and
Bowdoin duking it out over the
series record. Colby claimed a series
lead of 53-33-9 while Bowdoin
insisted it was 57-32-8. The trials
and tribulations of Big Time
football. Nothing like living in the
past when both teams are sporting a
1-6 record.
A reliable source at the school has
informed me the football budget is
larger than the entire women's
program. Equal opportunity for all?
Woody Hayes was once criticized bj
the Ohio State students on the unfair
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Student Initiative Needed

benefits his players received,
however, he was quick to point out
.the majority of the campus was built
by the revenues from his Saturday
afternoon games. Colby will never
even reap modest riches, no matter
how much they invest. If Colby is
concerned about revenues, maybe
the emphasis should be placed on the
hockey program. It consistently
draws the crowds and has a long,
successful history.
Three coaches in seven years does
not aid the cause. A nasty suit
against the college by one, which
was setded out of court, continued
to drag it down. No one can expect a
coach to turn around the program
overnight. You have to have a
winning tradition. Amherst and
Tufts have it, Colby does not. Why
would an academically sound,
promising football star choose
Colby's program over Tufts?
Consequently,what we get and will
always have is an advanced high
school program.
I take nothing away from the
hundreds who have dedicated their
time to a hopeless cause, but we
must face the facts—the program is
dead. Let's put an end to this
frivolous spending and support a
better cause. The school must face
reality and cast away the politics that
shroud the facts. I hate to see a one
hundredyear tradition be tossed out
like the trash, but let's save the
school's future embarrassment.
Kelly Dodge '83
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"I hear 'em! . Gee,there must be a hundred of
the little guys squlrmln' around In there!"
environment, a small campus and a
captive clientel. Recent events have
streng thened my f eeling of lack of
encouragement by the college. The
College Entrepreneurs hav e
disbanded for one reason or another.
Why has this happened? Is it
because the college has put the
screws on people so much that tHey
have given up, or is it that the
college do es no t want an
organization in which we con test
our ideas? As a member of the Colbj
College community, I would like
the school to publish guidelines on
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If Colby students choose not to
involve themselves in their own
educations, there is littlethat outside
forces such as faculty anc*
administration can do to enliven the
intellectual atmosphere. Yes, it is
true, Colby has - "a first-ratestudent
body, a generally excellent faculty,
and a nice physical plant." These are
our resources , which will
accomplish nothing without
application. It is the responsibility of
each individual Colby student to
desire a stimulating academic
community, then cultivate it by
actually working, questioning, and
seeking new information.
Knowledge is not delivered free in
30 minutes by Dominos.
You have accepted the challenge tc
learn and to explore your mind by
signing the matriculation book. You
must now uphold your responsibilitj
to enliven our intellectual
community. It is possible, and it is
necessary. Bon Courage.
Julie Tarara

Teaching, not
Babysitting

By GARY LARSON
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it guides the structure and emphasis
of our curriculum. The bulk of
responsibility, however, rests with
the Colby student body.
Much too of ten , Colby students
consciously opt not to challenge
themselves intellectually.Too many
search out the 'gut' courses, or
complete only enough work to get
by, never really understanding or
exploring a subject. Too many
refuse to participate when classes
pivot on discussion. Why, then, are
they spending four years of their
lives here? Colby offers its students
the resources for exploiting their
intellect. Each individual becomes
responsible to maximize that
opportunity. One's mind, one's
reasoning capacity are invaluable
and irreplaceable. The benefits one
derives from life originate from
one's base of knowledge serving a_
interpreter of one's experiences.
More simply stated - the more you
know, the more you get out of your
experiences.

Entrepreneurs

To the Editors:
I am an entrepeneur at Colby
HAVE WE GOT 4N College or at least I try to be. I have
SOMETHING FOR YOU
tried to start three businesses at
Colby and each one was shut down
by the powers that be. This year I
will be s t ar t ing on my f ourth
entrepreneurialventure here at Colby
&5
mand I expect it to be shut down for
¦» ' LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
g some reason or other. I only have
m FRIDAY& SATURDAY m legal enterprises that infringe on no
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- M Last year I had a meeting with
¦_ President Cotter to see if I could
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m school and me happy. He told me
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QQ that the administration would publisl
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would like us to use bef ore we set
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our businesses. I have yet to see
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E79 this from them. This to me shows
COLBY NIGHT
g
g that the school does not want its
m
DOWNSTAIRS
m students in business for themselves.
™
SHOWYOUR ID.
jg Why, I ask , do they f ear student
¦J FORHAPPY DRINK PRICES W owned businesses? These
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m businesses are a great way for an
m entrepreneur to learn the ropes
¦
bef or e he hi ts the "real" world.
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To the Editors:
Perhaps by the time this letter
reaches you, the news will be old,
but the issue certainly not dead. I am
referring to the article on class size,
by Lee Feigon, in the second edition
of the Echo. I am currently engaged
in a farm internship in France, so
receive information «nderstandably
slowly.
I do agree with Professor Feigon;
large classes or lectures without
discussion indeed remove the
elements of individual questioning
and intellectual exchange. I myself
have endured a few classes of
relentless notetaking from a
monotone professor. By last May, I
was thoroughly tired of the
"intellectual gangrene so often
bemoaned on campus," and opted
for a year's leave to pursue other
modes of challenge. One may direct
criticism toward the faculty for this
scholarly void; it is they who
introduce us to new knowledge. One
may also criticize the aclministration:

iiii

this subject. It would greatly help
t hose of us who are aspiring
businessmen t o f ur t her our
aspira tions of s tar t ing our own
successf ul b usinesses on t he
campus, and proba bly help us when
we leave here an d try our hand a t
this in (lie big world.
Andrew I. Dodge
u
Entrepreneur

the
great *
amenean
smokeout
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To the Editor
In response to the anonymous
letter submitted to last week's Echo.
I would like to suggest that the
author misread the article about
Colby's Student Teachers.
I don't think that any of the people
involved in the writing of the article
called teaching "babysitting." I ,
myself, said it was like babysitting
in that the kids put you through a
"testing period" to see how far they
can push you. I said that "I act in a
professional way and they (the
students) treat me professionally."
Joy Pratt specifically said "it is not
like babysitting."
I, too, was surprised that no
professor from the department was
interviewed, and that the program
was not explained in more detail.
The education program most
certainly is not something to laugh
at. When we seniors began the
program the requirements added to
thirty or more credits - that 's no
joke. The number of credits has bcei)
somewhat reduced due to the
college's redistribution of credits per
class and courses per semester. It
remain s a sub s t an t ial number ,
nonetheless.
I gather that you are a student who
is very involved in the teaching
program. Therefore, you must know
me and know that I certainly do not
equate teaching at any level with
babysitting. I am, as arc you, very
proud of and dedica ted to my work
in the Educa tion Depar tment and my
expected certification.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Sears '87

,

Tues-Frl : 7:30 • 5:00
873-1010

Sat : 7:30 - 1:00
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At Colby Big Band Birthday Bash - Saturday November 22, 5:30 pm social
hour and 6:30 dinner - Commons Room in Student Center
Portland String Quartet Inaugural Concert - Sunday, November 23,
3:00 pm - in Lorimer Chapel
Deborah Greene, a sophomore at Colby, flute recital - Friday,
November 21, 10:00 pm - Given Auditorium

In Portland Anne-Marie McDermott, pianist - Thursday, November 20, 7:30 pm
- Portland Museum of Art
A. Keith Carriero, guitarist - Sunday, November 23, 3:00 pm Theater of Fantasy
"Vantage Points," video-dance collaboration featuring Ram Island
Dance Co. - Friday and Saturday, November 21 - 22, 7:00 pm and 9:00
pm - Portland Museum of Art
Portland Stage Company, "Handy Dandy" by William Gibson through November 30 - Portland Performing Arts Center
"The Vinalhaven Press, 1984 - 86" through November 30 - Portland
Museum of Art
"America Observed: Wood Engravings by Winslow Homer" through November 30 - Portland Museum of Art
"The Beginnings of Modernism: Selections of Early 20th Century
European work" - through November 30 - Portland Museum of Art
Water and Earth: Paintings, Drawings, and Sculpture" - through
November 29 - Portland Public Library
"Aggression, Subversion, Seduction: Young German Painters" through January 4 - Portland School of Art

The cast of Powder and Wig's production , "Aresenic and Old Lace " which will perform
this weekend.

Old Movies of Colby Shown
by Kimberly King

Elsewhere Maine Acting Company, "Dracula" by Bram Stoker, through
November 23, Lewiston
Bowdoin College, "A Survey of Itaglio Prints" through November
23

Quartet to Perform

long-standing tradition and proves tc
be a considerably stable group as
The Portland String Quartet will bt
they have been together longer than
giving their first performance at
any other quartet group with the
Colby since the announcement of
exception of one. The participants
their affiliation with the College in
follow: Step hen
are
as
Lorimer Chapel, Sunday, Oct. 23 al
Kecskeniekey, violin; Ronald Lantz.
3 pm.
violin; Julia Adams, viola; and Paul
Just a sampling of the Quartet's Ross, cello.
repetoire includes the works of such
In January, the Colby-affiliated
great artists as Hayden , Beethoven, Quartet is also scheduled to teach a
and Cesar Franck from Belgium. course on the history of chamber
The musical group presents an music, in which they will also
ensemble of international stature and perform for the students enrolled in
offers a great wealth of culture not the class. In addition, the PSQ will
only for the Colby community, but g ive some public concerts on
also for the central Maine campus during J an Pl an '87. A
community. Incidentally, the simil ar course is scheduled for Jan
Portland String Quartet is a group ol Plan '88.

by Sean Collins

ICinema Center I
Kenned y Memorial Drive
Waie rville

m hour automafic program service:

Mayflower Hill first as a bare field
and then with only a few buildings
while knowing how the campus
looks today.
"The Victory Bell," produced by
Paramount News in the early
1960's, is a documentary telling
why Colby College was chosen
from 25 other schools around the
nation to receive a grant of
$1,800,000 from the Ford
Foundation (providing Colby could
raise twice that amount). It cited
academic achievement, a growing
student body, above average salerics
continued on page 12

the great songs of the Big Band era.
Many of Maine's best jazz musicians
will display their talents and show
what has kept Corey's band one of
Maine's favorites for forty years.
Corey's band will be accompanied
by Ted Casher, a Skowhegan native
who started playing sax with
Corey's band in high school and
went on to m ake a name for himscll
in Boston where he is now teachin g
at the Dean Junior College. If you've
seen a b ald, bearded sax player on
recent Bay Bank comm ercials, that's
Ted , and wai t un t il you hear him
play !He will also be doing some
combo pieces with Gary Wright on

piano.
Don Doane, who will be starting
the evening off, is a veteran of the
Woo dy Herman and Maynard
Fergeson bands , and has been
playing trombone and teaching in the
Portland area for over ten years. He
will be sporting his famous Doane's
Bone - a special double-belled
trombone that you will have to see
and hear to believe.
And , of course there 's
Locomotion , d irected by Adrian Lo
who promises a powerful
performance fea turing a number of
jazz classics with solos by some of
Col by 's finest musicians (well ,
almost).
Sound in terest ing? The Big Band
Bash st ar t s this Satur d ay wi th a
cocktail hour and the Don Donne
Sheraton Band , followed by dinner
at 6:30 (the kind you never see in tlie
dining halls), which will be
accompanied by Locomotion. Dinnra
will be followed by Ted Casher and
Uicn the Al Corey Big Band who
will swing into the night. Tlie cost is
$15.00 to the general public, but
only $5.00 for Colby students.
Tickets can be picked up at the
St uden t's Ac t ivi t ies office in the
Student Center. Don't miss tho big
bond event of the year!

Big Band Birthday Bash

by Steve Ananian and David

Fearon

This Saturday Nov . 22 ,
Locomotion, Colby's jazz band, will
host Colby's big band event of the
year - a selection of Maine's finest
jazz featuring Al Corey's Big Band
with saxophone virtuoso , Ted
Casher, Don Doane 's Sheraton
Band and the Locomotionjazz band.
Maine's strong jazz tradition will
be celebrated at Saturday's dinner
conc er t honoring t h e 40 t h
anniversary of Al Corey 's Big
Band. That's how long Al has been
keepin g central M aine swinging with

ELM CITY PHOTO
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Always a choice o f b fine films
Coll ege ID night Admission $2.50
eve ry Tuesday w/fh ID

This past Sunday night Johnson
Commons Cultural Life gave
students the chance to see Colby as
it was fifty years ago. Three old
movies were shown by faculty
associate Jim Wescott: "Colby
Moves Up The Hill," "The Victory
Bell," and "Frank Merriwell at
Colby." In addition, alumni Peter
Mills and Ford Grant attended,
commenting during the movies on
the changes Colby has seen and
answering students' questions. A
discussion in Drummond followed
the films.

"Colby Moves Up the Hill" is a
documentary on the College's move
from downtown Waterville to
Mayflower Hill. The city bought 60C
acres up here for $100,00 in the
1930's and donated the land to
the college, successfully preventing
it from, relocating to Augusta.
Students curiously watched as the
film relayed the building of Lorimer
Chapel, followed by the mens' and
womens' clubs (otherwise known as
Roberts and Runnals "Unions), the
library, the Quads, MaryLow, and
the fraternityhouses. Many students
remarked on how odd it was to see
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SAME DAY SERVICE

:

Special Events
Cumberland County Civic Center .
The PretenderswithI^m Xt_sdce-postponed *
The Monkees- November21
Tosrvil! and Dean.- November 28 - 29
Cyndi Lauder and EddieMoney- December 17
Tickets: 775*3458
t

[

fFor t land City Hall

•

/AmcricmBailetEast's "TheNutcracker" * November 28-29
Tickets:775-0402
Pe^aM Symphony's "lite Magic of Omstmas^December 11-14,18-21
Tickets: 773-8191

Bangor Auditoriu m
T&5 Monkees"NovemfcHxr22 i
Tickets: 942-9OG0

Movie Review
Shoah: Moral History

Does The Holocaust Lie Beyond
The Reach of Art? Only those who
remain silent presume to answer this
question definitively. Elie Wiesel,
writing about Sophie's Choice ,
responds:
"Far from Birkenau, long after th«
War, Styron seems to be saying, on«
still dies there. Such an attitude
sounds ethical and . correct.
However, it does create serious
problems: it all depends on our
definition of the world Holocaust....
No one doubts its tragic dimensions,
But "tragic" in what sense? Jewish
or general?.... Should we see in
"The Final Solution" a project , an
undertaking involving the Jewish
people' alone or should we view it as
merely an element in a plan for
larger, even universal, aimed at all
victims everywhere? Both opinions
have merit. Not all victims were
Jewish. But all Jews were victims.
Tlie universality of the Holocaust lie;
in its uniqueness. Those who seek

to unversalize it are dejudifying it in
the process. If everybody was a
victim , than no one was. If
everybody endured as much as the
Jews... the Jews' suffering has no
special significance: that is how it
would be perceived by the public."
Shoah , at Railroad Square this
weekend, attempts partial , tentative
answers to those questions. Free of
the numbing, all-too-easy horrors
we have come to associate with the
Holocaust , it is a hig hly
self-conscious work of art. A scries
of studiedly distant interview with
victims , executioners , and
"bystanders " - the quotation marks
are by now obligatory - Shoah seeks
the universal in the particular. It
does so , moreover , without
trivializing the event. Relentless and
excruciating, it is a tragedy in both
of Wiesel's senses. Shoah is nothing
less indeed than the moral history ol
our time.

Performing Arts Program in
London

by Bradley Spielman
"One of the objectives of Colby
College is to provide the.
opportunity, not only to study, but
also to experience art in all its major
forms." So reads Colby's official
explanation for its new Performing
Arts semester abroad program being
offered next term in London. Similai
to a semester f oreign language
program in which students learn by
immersing themselves in the culture
of a particular country , the
performing arts department gives
students an opportunity to immerse
themselves in the London theatre, to
have the chance to expenence art in
all its major forms."
While Colby has offered a similai
program during Jan Plan several
times in the past, this is the first year
it is being offered as a full semester
program, giving students a chance tc
take a full curriculum relating
primarily to the study of Performing
Arts. In the course of study,
students will see a variety of shows
each week, as well as partake in
intensive classroom stage work.
Emphasis will be put on the
students' ability to evaluate what
they see and assimilate it on stage.
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Students will also be offered several
other courses within the Colby
program, as well as hav e the
opportunity to work with a tutor
affiliated with any one of the
London universities if their major or
related interestsrequire it
Of the 17 students who are
planning to attend the program next
semester, most are in some way
majoring in the performing arts.
However, this is not a prerequisite
for the program. Patty Cirgliano, a
Junior who recently performed in the
Powder & Wig production of
Pippin, signed up for the program
for the new opportunities she hopes
she'll be exposed to. She believes
that studying in such a world center
for theatre will give her opportunitie'
that Waterville just can't provide.
"After you get out of school, you
can't do something like this," Patty
explained. She expects that the
constant exposure to the stage and
the chance to work with British
teachers will give her added stimulus
to her acting and her interest in the
performing arts. "I'm psyched to see
lots and lots of theatre," she said
with a smile.
Other students expressed their

Locomotion Big Band of Colby College
presents

A BIG BAND.BIinrilDAY BA SII
TC CEEEB R ATE THE 40TH AIMNIVER $AR Y OF
AL COREY 'S BIG BANE)

I

Entertainment for the whole evenin g featuring:
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DON DUANE'S SHERATON BAND
TED CASHER
GERRY WRIGHT
PAT M ICHAUD
THE LOCOMOTION BIG BAND
(And , of course )
THE AL COREY BIG BAND
;
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A Cocktail Hour.....
An Elegant Dinner •••••
Big Band Music...

I
I
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The cast of the "Broadway Musical Review," which will be presented Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at 8:00 pm on second floor Roberts. Admissions: $2,00 • refreshments served,

interest similarly, stressing their
anticipation of having the
opportunity to see so much theatre
and the chance to simply live in
London. Students will be living in
dormitories at the site of what used
to be Badford College. The
university is now American and is
called Regents University.
Eric Binnie, Performing Arts
professor at Colby, described the
conditions as being "dorm-like" but
also "comparable to a hotel" in that
Colby students will be sharing the
facility with members from similar
programs from America and Europe.
He explained that students most
likely will not be taking classes with
students other than those from
Colby. The courses that have been
planned and the British teachers
whom have been hired have been
done so specifically for this
program. Therefore , Colby credits
will be transferable.
Binnie plans to be the Colby
supervisor on the program next
year. It is assumed that the program
will continue and will become a
standard semester abroad program.
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Saturda y, November 22, 1986
5.30pm Cockt ail hour 6t3Cpm Dinner
Commons Room , student Center
Colby College
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Colby
Student
Tickets!
$6.00
1
I
y
Colb Staff and Facult y Discounts
|
\
/All Colb y Tickets available at the Student Activities Office/

Look Out

© continued from page 4
right of way? I know Colby has a
diverse group of students from
various states, but I assumed all
states have drivers tests.
Everyday cars cruise down the
strip like they are planes .preparing
for take-offon a runway. When cars
come up the hill, heading towards
Hillside, the situation is even worse.
The drivers step on the gas as if they
are trying to become airborne at the
zenith of the hill. This, ironically, is
the point when they can't quite see
what is on the other side.
Have you ever tried walking on the
road between Johnson pond and
East and West Quad? Well if you
hav en't, then don 't try it. It's
suicidal. (The grass is much safer.)
Also pedestrians, watch out for the
L-shaped corner between Bixler and
Mudd - the cars usually end up on
the opposite side of the road, trying
to recover from the tight turn.
Colby drivers seem to think they

are on a race track at the Indy 500,
trying to accumulate speed and hug
the corners. Maybe it's all the
physics majors who get into the
centripetal force.
Stop signs at Colby are a joke,
especially the one on the intersection
by the pond, West Quad and the
Hillside. Does anyone know it's
there? Does anyone care? The only*
time I've ever seen a car stop there is
when parents are at the wheel
admiring the scenery.
So, does Colby have driving
regulations (i.e. speed limits)? Or
shouldI ask, does it matter? Try and
picture Safety and Security
attempting to pull students over for
speeding. Since driving enforcement
as Colby seems ruthless ."students
who intend to walk to close might
want to think about hibernating for
the winter when the roads get icy
and slick. Maybe" Colby students
need a course in "How to become a
defensive pedestrian."

Old Movies

• continued from page 10
for professors , and the "innovative"
January Plan as prime reasons for
the college winning the grant. Shots
of Colby in the early '60's proved
interesting as well as funny. People,
now pur parents' ages, talked in the
Spa and the bookstore, hurried to
classes, and studied in the library's
main reading room (which, by the
way, was set up like Dana dining
hall and seemed more social than it it
now!).
"Frank Merriwell at Colby," a
silent film produced by the Camera
Club in 1933, is a fictional story
giving the "reason" why the white
mule is the Colby mascot. Frank
(Peter Mills), the all-time super jock
of Colby College (still located in
downtown Waterville), is the star ol
the football team and will lead it to
victory over the University of
California. He's feeling anxious
though, so coach sends him out for
a drive in the country. Out of the

pictures of over fifty girls, he picks
Cybil's, who has been sighing ovei
a news story photo of him. They go
for. a drive in the country, where alas!, the engine falls out of the car!
But, happily, they spot a white
mule; they ride back to the football
field just in time for the last play.
Frank makes a superb catch and runs
the length of the football field,
defeating UCal 13-12. "It's great tc
see they had humour in the '30's!"
one student commented.
Following the films, a discussion
was held in Drummond. Peter Mills
the star of "Frank Merriwell at
Colby, " answered students '
questions on Colb y 's history .
Laughing, he said that when he was
here there were only six hundred
students (mostly from Maine),
tuition Was only six hundred dollars,
there were crowds at every football
game, and he drove a $25 used car,
He remembered Colby Presidents

Roberts, Johnson, and Bixler as
being outstanding men who did a 161
for Colby, and he mentioned that he
still follows CBB games avidly.
. Besides the changes in Colby's
physical layout, students' curiosity
was picqued by the segregation of
the sexes to each side of campus, the
immense size of the sloop
weathervane on the library tower,
the crowds at football games, and
freshmen beanies.' __&___

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berlte Breathed

a) Five minutes into "The Lawrence Welk Show '.'
b) About a week before your birthday.
c) When you just wa nt to tell them you miss
them , and that you ate the last of Grandma 's
chocolate-chip cook ies this morning.
There's nothing grandparents like better than a call from a
grandchild in college. But if you do accidentally happen to interrupt Lawrence, you ought to have something worth telling them.
For example, you could mention that you called using
AT&T Long Distance Service because you can depend on
BLOOM COUNTY
AT&T's high quality service and exceptional value.
And then you can tell them that AT&T gives you
.^gj . \
by Berke Breathed
immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.
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And that you can count on AT&T
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Board of Governors:
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1. After the results of the room
draw surveys were presented to the
Board of Governors by Hope
Worden and Paul Johnston , the
Board voted unanimously to support
an all-campus room draw system. It
. was decided that the Board of
Governors Room Draw Committee,
headed by Steve Goldman, will draft
a letter explaining the Board's
opinions concerning Room Draw,
2. If an individual student would
like to obtain financing for bringing
a social or cultural event to Colby,
independently of a club or
organization, that student must
approach tlie STU-A Treasurer and
Executive Board for funds - not the
Commons Presidents/Councils.
3. The appointment of Holly
James to tlie Student Center Policy
Board was approved by die Board.
4. A BOO committee (ACC) was
organized to act as a link between the
appointed student representitives to
the All-College Committees. Jeff
Farley is chairing this committee
with the aid of Dean Janice
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.Seitzinger. It was also decided that
each all-campus comniittee must
submit a letter to the BOG ACC
Committee updating all of their
affairs.
¦¦ 5. The BOG Intramurals
Committee, headed by John
McNinch, gave a report to the
Board.
6. The Off-Campus Society
constitution has been presented to
' STU-A Exec , and is waiting for
approval.
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Social Life:
The Social Life Comniittee would
like to extend its thanks to all
students who took the time to fill out
the Band Survey!
Cultural Life:
"Any Question You've Ever
Wanted to Ask the President" will be
presented by Johnson C ommons
Cul tural Life on Monday,
November 24th at 8:00 pm.
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President and Mrs . Cotter are
welcoming the chance to meet
students and answer questions.
Please attend!
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A sample of politicalcartoonistHerb Block's work.

THE OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF
THE CLASS OF 1987 LUILL BE TAKEN ON:
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ALL SENIORS ARE ASKED TO MEET

IN FRONT OF THE LIBRARV
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If those Philistines who
u
call themselves editors"carit
see the brilliance of your latest
work, maybe the problem is in
. ( ~.\the presentation .
"j <( y Our solution?

Print your next paper with the
help of a Macintosh™ personal
computer and one of our
LaserWriter™ printers.
LaserWriter will vastly
improve the look of your work'

Perspectives
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on higher education
in the 23rd Century
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by giving you and your department near typeset quality text
and graphics. Allowing you to "
generate papers, publications,
, _,_ .
newsletters,
~ dissertations
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By Steve Kessler, PhD.
Associate Professor
Education
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Colby College Book store an d Apple Computers would like to invite you to
"Apple 's Desktop Publishing for Colleges and Universities " on Monday ,
December 8 at 10:00AM and 2:00PM.'¦-¦
The Robins Room at Robert s Union .
¦
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Students' Turn
continued from page 2

dealing with AIDS on campus.
Members of the committee ,

educational effort as well as for their
ongoing attempts to organize forums
and hall staff training sessions on the
subject of homophobia.
The Heath Care Advisory
Committee chaired by biology
Professor Arthur Champlin, has also
organized a number of sessions on
the topics of sexuality and AIDS.
Last year the committee sponsored
two lecture on AIDS and worked
very hard to develop a policy for

Tri angle

• continued from page 3
The Democrats have everything tc
gain politically and little to lose in
such a fight with the executive. They
are offering to cooperate with the
president on reaching a nuclear
compromise with the Soviet Union,
provided he takes them into his
confidence.
But this is precisely what the
president is refusing to do. He is
appealing for a bipartisan foreign
policy, but only on his own terms,
on the understanding that the
Democrats back his "Star Wars"
nuclear defense program and not ask
questions about his covert operation!
in Iran, Nicaragua and elsewhere.
It is clear here that the Democrats
are not going along with this
proposal. Accordingly, unless it is
amended, the outlook is for a
prolonged partisan stalemate with the
nation losing out in the end.

10th anniversary
AMERICAN
VCANCER
? SOCIETY*

including Ann Norsworthy, Joyce
McPhetres-Maisel, and myuself,
have led discussions of the residence
halls on all aspects of sexuality,
including homosexuality,and expect
to continue this educational effort
throughout the year.
Finally, last spring , English
Professor Phyllis Mannocchi added
an innovative course to the
curriculum which served as anothei
example of the College's attempt to
provide education and leadership on
issues of homosexuality. Her
course, "Art and Oppression "
proved to be an extremely popular
and provocative forum for the
discussion of gay and lesbian

Tar Baby
• continued from page 3
This president is not the sort to
cross both George Shultz and
Caspar Weinberger on some
"strategic relationship" by taking
personal charge of international
diplomacy and arms transfers. But
he was willing to subvert their
credibility on a matter that bothered
him - getting back hostages from
Iran.
The irnportunings of hostage
families - the pleas to put human
concerns ahead of the national honor
and long-term anti-terrorist interest transshipping weaponry to Iran? If
investigation shows the McFarlanePoindexter-Reganransom plan to be
as it now looks, farewell to our
moral authority; the Reagan posture
would turn out to be a lie.
Anticipating possible failure,
Reagan is now putting out word that
"media speculation" may ruin his

literature in Anglo-American society.
I'm happy to join Mike Diamond
in calling for the creation of a gay
and lesbian organization on campus,
but I would charge the student body.
not the administration, with
responsibility for its formation.
Colby is long overdue for the
establishment of such a group, and 1
believe that the College has. done
everything in its power to provide
encouragement. It is time now for
students to take the lead. There are
plenty of us in the faculty and
administration who will provide all
the support we can. But the initiative
needed to form a gay and lesbian
support group for students must
now come from students
themselves.I hope it does.
Sincerely,
Nancy WandererMacKenzie
hostage-purchase arrangements,
endangering their lives as well as
Iranians who wanted to deal - as if
apparently caused the president to
embrace the Tar Baby that is the
ayatollah's Iran. In turning soft , in
failing to stick to his bravely
announced "Operation Staunch,"
which supposedly denied aims to
Iran, Reagan ensures the capture of
future American hostages by
terrorists who learn that their crime
pays.
Nor is that all the damage.
Remember how we brought moral
suasion to bear on our allies, urging
them to follow our example in
denying arms to terrorist states ?
How we righteouslyindicated Israeli
arms dealers f or "illegally "
he expected a worldwide press
blackout of the news being put out

Don't be
a test turkey

Want to knock the stuffing out of tests like the LSAT,
GMAT, MCAT, or others? Don't let last minute cramming
keep you from testing your best.
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Jan Plan
• continued from page 19

which Vermeulen plans to bring up
constantly as a standard in future Jan
Plans. For instance, the professor
of an intensive German program
planned for this January, changed
the teaching format of the course to
appropriate it with one month time
period.
Above all, Vermeulen feels the
courses for Jan Plan should be made
to bring in something different and
interesting through one month
concentration.
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by the legion of GreatrSatan-haters
in Tehran, Damascus and Beirut.
Instead of facing the public (his last
press conference was exactly three
months ago) Reagan massaged a
few journalists at lunch Wednesday
who were willing to take his line ofl
the record.
Ronald Reagan brought all this on
himself by taking charge of this
White House opening to Iran ,
obviating all plausibledeniability; w(
will, soon see if he closed his eyes tc
the means of payoff. This end run
around the checks and balances of
our system should bring about the
requirement for congressional
confirmation of the president's
national security adviser and a
Senate select national security
committee for oversight of that
official's operations.

Brown and
Glickman

• continued from page 16
"A Class Divided," sponsored by
Lovejoy Commons. Over 100
students showed up in the heights to
view the film which concerns itself
with discrimination and racism.
Over 50 students stayed well past tht
movie to share their thoughts on the
film. Why was there no mention in
the Echo when there was an article
submitted?
Perhaps it might be wise to look
into the Commons, talk with the
Councils, talk with the Commons
Presidents, even talk with the
Commons Coordinators about the
Commons. It was nice to talk about
what we do for fun, but it also
would have been nice to see some
substance, especially if your final
analysis is that we are a "Tough Act
To Follow."
Sincerely,
Laurie Brown
Jill Glickman
CommonsCoordinators
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COLBY COLLEGE DINING SERVICE
1986 Thanksgiving Recess
Following is the dining hall sched ule
for Thanksgiving recess:
Wednesda y . November 26
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Dinner

Regular Operating Hours
Regular Operating Hours
Johnson/Chaplin/Lovejoy...Closed
Mary Low...4:45-6:00 PM

Thanksgiving Da y. November 27 ^^__ |"^
Students planning to stay on campus must (- \ ^
contact the Deanrs office to make
¦'A^* * __ ?'
arrangements for breakfast and lunch by >jj|| £b
Monday, November 24.
^B^
Dinner is by reservation only and will be at ***%
. John Martin's Manor in "The Den" upstairs at
5PM. Arrangements must be made with the
Dean's office by Monday, November 24.
Frida y . November 28* and Saturda y November 29
Board Plan meals will be available at The Spa
from 10-12 PM and 4-6 PM
Sunda y . November 30
Johnson/Chaplin...11-1 PM and 4:45-6 PM
Monda y . December 1
Normal operating schedule resumes.

Not a Fluff Job
To the Editors:
I would like to object to the article
"Brown and Glickman: A Tough
Act to Follow " that was printed in
last week's issue, as it was
misleading.
First of all, the article gives the
reader the mistaken impression that
the position of Commons'
Coordinator is a "fluff job - kind ol
silly, not very serious, and not a
"real" job. Well, as anyone who is a
member of Colby s student
government or hall staff realizes, this about as far away from the truth as
one could get. Laurie Brown,
coordinator for Mary Low and
Chaplin Commons, and Jill
Glickman, coordinator for Lovejoy
and Johnson Commons, are
invaluable resources. Among many
other things, they act as advisors to
student leaders and as a liason
between the four commons and

Stu-A, and they handle most of the
red-tape that is a necessary part of
the Commons System.
This is not just your normal nine
to five job: both women attend
Commons' council meetings (which
often last over an hour), speak on
topics of interestto them and the rest
of the Colby Community whenever
asked to do so, and open their
apartments to anyone who wants to
talk. In addition to their regular
jobs, Laurie is involved with the
Volunteer Center and Jill is an
advisor to BAR.
I'm glad that the author portrayed
Laurie and Jill in such a positive
light: they are fun. I just feel that
their jobs wereminimized. They are
hard workers; as someone who is
constantly in and out of their office.
I feel qualified to say that most
student leaders would agree that the
Commons System could not
function without them. By no
means are Laurie's and Jill's jobs as
Commons' Coordinators "fluff"
jobs.
Kimberly King

Brown and Glickman Disagree

To theEditors:
We appreciated the article written
about us entitled "Brown and
Glickman: A Tough Act to
Follow." We were most certainly
portrayed jn a positive light.
However, there were some
inaccuracies in the piece and a lot
just left out.
First, while it is true that we are
reevaluating the position for next
year, it is not at all accurate, nor was
it said, that a Colby seniorwill intern
during his/her senior.year. We are
talking of making _k,j$,i|wo year
position for a coUege graduate.
Second , Glickman does not
"preside" over BAR. BAR is a
student run organization. She acts
only as an advisor and -resourcefoi
students involved in BAR. In
addition, Glickman did not instigate
Alternate Beveragenight in the Pub,
—" '

"¦

™

the idea came from BAR.
Not only were we distressed by th<
inaccuracies which appeared in the
article, but we were v ery
disappointed with the content.
Nowhere in the text did it give the
most basic information such as the
fact that Laurie is in charge of
supervising Chaplin and Mary Low
Commons and Jill charged with
Lovejoy and Johnson Commons. At
no time during the interview were
we asked what we thought of the
Commons system and how it was
working this year.
In fact , it is clear to us from
reading the Echo on a regular basis
that the Echo has a very limited
understanding of what is happening
in the Commons.Very little of what
is occuring within the Commons has
appeared in the Echo. One recent
example is the screening of the film,
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On Birth Control
Dear Editors:
I would like to thank Lauren
Sheridan for her article about birth
control and related health care
services available at the Health
Center. (Colby Echo, November 6).
There are a few points that need
correction or clarification.
Most important to correct is that
the clinical psychologist on staff al
the Health Center is Dr. Daniel
Hughes, not Paul Perez as was
mentioned in the article. Dr. Perez
retired from Colby over one and a
half years ago and Dr. Hughes has
been his excellent and welcome
replacement.
Also important to clarify is that the
student health insurance policy at
Colby does provide up to $300.00
reimbursement towards the cost of
either prenatal care or terminationof
pregnancy. The term "deductible "

Greens Reply
To the Editors:
While as Greens we welcome the
appearance of commentary on social
issues and radical politics in the
pages of the Echo, we feel the need
to question John Glass '
understanding of Green positions
and practice ("Greens and Reds"
November 6), his observations
concerning the situation in the West
German Green Movement, and his
vague espousal of "pragmatic
Marxism" and contemporary
communist parties. If Glass obtained
his information on the Greens
through the mainstream media,
whose reporting on greens in Europe
or elsewhere has generally been
inaccurate and hostile (National
Public Radio being one of the few
exceptions), his confusion is
perfectly explicable. It remains
necess ary, however, to dispute
and/or clarify most of. the points
raised by Glass.
The most common mispcrception
of the Greens is that w e are a
narrowly focused ecological group.
Glass makes an assumption roughly
along t his line , rid iculing
"non-political" Greens who
somehow have ended up on German
city councils or in the Bundest ag
itself. On the contrary, the Green
agenda aims at nothing less than a!
fund ament al transformat ion of
political and economic structures and
processes. This necessarily includes
full engagement in the contest for
political power, and the articulation

was incorrectly used in the article.
Should a student dealing with an
unplanned pregnancy choose the
option of abortion and consult the
Health Center for further care she
will be referred to the appropriate
physician or clinic. A student may
also choose to consult Family
Planning Program for referral but
can receive the same counselling and
referral through the Health Center.
The morning-after-pill is available
at the Health Center. Use of this typt
of birth control is for emergency use
only and requires an interview with
the physician or one of the physician
assistants to ensure that the
medication
is
provided
appropriately. If a student comes tc
the Health Center "after hours" one
of the Medical Staff can be contacted
to arrange for this medication.
Thank you for thcoriginal article
and for this opportunity to make the
above corrections.
Sincerely,
Arm Norsworthy,PA-C
Physician Assistant
of positions across an extremely
broad range of social issues.
The Green program is indeed
broader than those of the established
political parties, (including
cxHnmunist); this includes as political
issues areas such as ecological
destruction, exclusive, undemocratic
election systems, unaccountability oi
representatives and bureaucrats to
constituents, the exploitaiton of and
violence toward women, minorities,
and the lower economic classes, the
exploitation of and military
intervention in the countries of the
Southern Hemisphere, the relentless
search for short term profits through
uncontrolled economic growth,
including the creation of demand for
useless or harmful products through
adv ertising, all of which are
generally ignored or held as normal
or good things by the traditional
parties. There are indeed
"non-political" people — anarchists
or others unwilling to become
involved in a political organization interested in tlie Green alternative.
Such people are not in the Green
party itself , especially not at the
parliamentary level, but may be
engaged in other crucial areas such
as alternat ive energy or community
service, or simply in attempting to
withhold their energies from the
industrial/corporate/ military
rncgamachinc.
The Green political style reflects a
strong concern for process and a
sensit ivity t o t he relat ionship
between ends and means. A
non-violent, non-hierarchical society
can only be brought about through a
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non-violent and non-hierarchicalprocess. Whereas Marxism
envisions a violent seizure of the
state and the "commanding heights"
of the economy in order to effect a
social transformation from the top
down, the Greens are attempting to
organize around local issues and
build the social base for
transformation from the bottom up.
This has resulted ; in new
organizational forms and methods,
which often lead observers who
cannot part with traditional political
paradigms to report "chaos" or "lack
of definition." Where Glass looks
for monolithic unity, central,
media-friendly leadership, and
"party lines," the Greens offer
extensive, ongoing intra-party
debate within the boundaries of
accepted processes, principles, and
goals, and grassroots control of
representatives meeting at regional,
state,or national levels.
The West German Greens (Die
Grunen), who achieved national
representation in 1983 and many
local positions in the few years prioi
to that, draw their positions and
policy choices from the "four pillars'
or principles of Ecology, Social
Responsibility, Grassroots
Democracy, and Nonviolence. The
embryonic North American Green
movement, have expanded the foui
pillars to ten key values for purposes
of clarity. There are: Ecological
Wisdom, Grassroots Democracy,
Personal and Social Responsibility.
Nonviolence, Decentralization,
Community-Based Economics,
Feminism, Respect for Diversity,
Global Responsibility, and Future
Focus/ Sustainability.
Underpinning these values is, an
holistic perspectiveon our planet anc
its various inhabitants. The Green
analysis
articulates
the
interdependenceof the current global
economic, environmental, political,
military, and psychological crises. A
system based upon hierarchical
control , severe inequality of
conditions and priveleges, ceaseless
amassing of profits, and personal
overconsumption can only result in
alienation , p over t y, war ,
imperialism, and ecological
devastation. This perspectiveis not
that different in form from Marx's
attempt to formulate a unifying socio!
science. It differs in content in that it
is an analysis rooted in the
conditions of the late Twentieth
Cent ury rather than in those of the
mid-Nineteenth Century. It also has
the benefit of beingable to scrutinize
the historical fortunes of various
radical movements, and thus of
formulating a strategy more in
keeping with the goal of a truly free
global society.
Yet it is the issue of strategy, as
Glass points out, that most divides
the Greens. Significant splits have
not occurred among American
Greens, though in the more
developed West German movement
differing political currents' have
emerged. This is not a dispute
between political nnd non-political
Greens, as Glass characterizes it. As
we attempted to make clear above,

Men's Cross Country

Running Faster

Preseason hockey begins.

photo by Robyn Glaser

Women's Cross Country

Frontrunners
for this race. They started
conservatively and moved up after
being in 28th and 30th places at the
first mile." Sophmore Karen
Boomer also had a phenomenal race,
running 18:38 to place 18th, and
passed 4 Bates runners in the last
half mile to make the difference in
Colby 's team score. In the raw
scoring, Colby beat Bates with a
score of 120 to 121, but when
runners from incomplete teams were
discounted, the official score was
113 for both Maine colleges.
Freshman Deborah Rebore ran 4th
for Colby and took 38th place, while
junior Linda Roberts ran very well
and placed 40th. Senior Sarah

by Laurie An derson
On Saturday, Nov. 15th, the
Col'by women's cross country team
capped off a spectacular season by
tying with Bates College for first
place at the National Qualifier Meet,
held at Southeastern Massachusettes
University. Ordinarily, the winning
team (both Colby and Bates) and tht
top individuals at this meet go on tc
represent the New England area at
the Division III Nationals, but
because of the NESCAC phdosophy
toward athletics and academics,
neither Colby nor Bates, nor Tufts
or Wesleyan, who placed 3rd and
4th, are able to attend Nationals as
teams. Representing New England
will be Wellsley, a non NESCAC
school who -tied Wesleyan for 4th
place, as well as 2 Colby runners
who placed in the top 11 and so
earned the right to compete at
Nationals as individuals.
Senior Jeanne Guild and freshman
Jill Vollwieler, who have had
excellent races throughout the
season, truly showed their best in a
very competitive field at SMU.
Guild ran a personal best of 18:15 to
place 9th, while Vollwieler was
close behind with her season's best
of 18:18 and captured 10th. Coach
Debbie Aitken commented "Jeanne

Redfield and sophmore Leslie
Dougherty rounded out the top
seven, placing 54th and 112th. The
winner of the meet was Dorcas
Denhartog of Middlebury College
with a time of 17:21. Said Coach
Ai t ken , "Our win was a great
achiev ement for all members of the
Colby team, and exemplifies the resl
of our season."
The Div ision HI Nationals will be
held at the State University of New
York in Fredonia, New York on
Saturday, Nov. 22nd. Said Aitken ,
in reference to Colby and Bates
being unable to attend as teams, "It
is un fortunate the NESCAC
schools* presidents feel sending

and Jill have run consistently well all
season, and didn't change anything
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teams of Colby and Bates' quality
would hur t the students
academically, because the Colby
athletes are all good to outstanding
students." Guild and Vollwieler wil]
compete as individuals and must
place in the top 25 to earn All
American honors. Aitken stated
"Both have a shot at All American.
The course is hilly and they run
strong on hills. We are also
expecting cold, miserable conditions
which will give us an advantage ovei
runners from the south and west.
Most importantly, both Jeanne and
Jill run smart, and their racing
philosophies will make the
difference." On behalf of the
women s cross country team, this
writer would like to wish Jeanne and
Jill the best of luck, and say we
wish we could be there with you!

by Ken Barb er
Saturday, November 15, the
Men 's Cross Country team
participated in the All New England
Division Three Championships
at Southeastern Massachusetts
University. The team was not able tc
obtain official team results before
their trip home, but are confident
they came in 12th out of 32 teams.
Bates College captured the New
England title.
Senior, co-Captain Phil Thornton
placed first for Colby in fifty-first
position and was followed by
Freshman Trey Amundson, Senior
Mike Misner, Senior Mark Pagnano.
Junior Rick Lanzi and Senior
co-Captain Hans Hagan. The top
five runners for Colby all placed in
the top half of the field of 220
runners.
Although placing respectably in

¦

New England both this weekend anc
last weekend, in which they finishes
10th in the Big New Englands,
against such running powerhouses
as Boston College and Boston
University,the men's team has been
plagued by injuries. Sophomore
Tim Fisher, who finished first for
Colby last weekend, was unable to
run due to illness and junior Bill
Deny is trying to heal some
hamstring damage, thus preventing
two of the top five runners from
competing.
As no Colby runners qualified,foi
the NCAA Nationals, this weekend
marked the end of an injury filled
season. However the team finished
with a team mnning faster and with
greater depth than last season, and
they look optimistically to both the
upcoming track season and next
year's cross country.

Kim Lynch stands rea dy for CBB swim at Bowdoin.
photo by Rebecca Bin der
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The Neglected Sport

So Close and Yet So Far
Involved in 11 one goal (or closer)
games out of 14, men's soccer had
its first losing season in 5 years at
3-8-3. Despite a stingy goals against
average of 1.26 overall (led by Pat
Clendenen's goalkeeping), the
team's inability to score left the Mule
hooters on the frustrating side of the
fine line between winning and
losing. A capusle commentary on tht
season follows:
Norwich - A nice opening
come-from-behind win over the
Cadets, 2-1. Summary: Looking
good.
Middlebury - Tough 2-1 loss in
overtime to the Panthers, the #1
ranked team in New England
Division HI for much of the season.
Co-captain Torgny Andersson broke
his leg for the second year in a row
against the same team and at almost
the same minute in play. Summary:
The Swede was Finnished.
Bowdoin - Inexplicably poor team
performance against the arch-rival
Polar Bears led to a lackluster 2-0
loss Summarv: Verv disaDDointins.
Babson - Touch 1-0 loss in
overtime. Summary: Ouch.
UMF - The White Mules handily
handed the Beavers their only defeat
of the regular seaon , 1-0 on
rain-slicked Loebs Field. Summary:
Feeling good.
Tufts - The Jumbos won 1-0 in a
well-played match. Summary:
Another one goal loss.
Thomas - Terriers take the Elm
City Bowl 1-0 despite a tremendous
Colby second half. Summary: See
above.
Clark - We were part of the
Cougars' not allowing a goal at
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home all season. Summary: Clark 2.
Colby 0.
USM - 1-1 tie in Huskieland on th<
strength of Buster Bowers' booming
blast. Summary: Kissing your sistei
is better than the alternative.
Conn. College - ECAC champion
Camels 1, Mules 0. Summary: See
Thomas.
MTT - 0-0 tie. Summary: The most
interesting aspect of the game was
learning that the official mascot of
MTTis the beaver, not the engineer.
Bates - Ahhh. Homecoming and a
wonderful 2-1 win over the
Bobcats, with goals coming from th<
Head of the Charles (McHugo) and
Foot of the Kevin (Plummer).
Summary: Plummer's goal with 16
seconds left in the game was pure
magic.
Brandeis - Explosive Judges 4,
Mules 1. Summary : How did
Brandeis lose 6 games?
UMO - What a sweet draw with
the 8th.ranked Division I team in
New England. Down 1-0 in the
second overtime, "Instant Replay"
Plummer's goal tied it up.
Summary: It felt good - a great way
to end the season for seniors Peter
Bowers , Bil Clendenen, Bill
Duncombe and Scott Hunter.
The proud 1986 Mules never let
up, showing great character
throughout the difficult season. With
a 3-2-2 home record, we plan to take
the show on the road in '87.

by Debra Parsons
Tennis seems to be the "neglected
sport" here at Colby. Compare the
number of fans at a football game tc
the number at a tennis match and the
word neglected becomes evident.
Yes, the. approximate ratio is 30:1.
From simply watching a tennis
match it is difficult to conceive how
much skill and agility is really
involved. A lot of hard work and
perserverance is required to become
a proficient tennis player; they are
worthy of moire praise than they
receive.
The Division Bl Women's Varsity
tennis team placed second at States
(Bowdoin placed third). Nina
Hellman, a sophomore, took second
place in singles, while the tough
combination of Katherine Walker
and Lorin Haughs won doubles ovei
Bates. Haughs and Walker were the
only two returnees from last year's
varsity team. In reference to their
performance on the court, Coach
Paula Aboud stated that the "more
they play together and utilize their
experience, the better they play."
Their bond on the court reflects theh
leadershiptitles of co-captains.

Tempe Evans and Erin Borgeson
won #2 doubles title at States. The
only senior, Borgeson also played
#6 singles.
The womens' impressive record ol
6-3 for the season reflects their
endurance and hard work. This yeai
was noted as being a. ^rebuilding
year" due to the loss of six of the top
eight players from last year. Singles
strength once again came from
Haughs and Walker playing first and
second.
Heidi Greenmaj i was chosen as
"most improved" player, advancing
from last vear's #10 singles rung tc
#3 this season. Freshman, Eileen
Kinney was an alternate at the #6
singles position and played doubles
with Hellman. Coach Aboud had a
positiv e reaction : "she is a solid
contributor to the team and also has
great spirit.
t*'>""-'"' fWlhv 's biggest rival,
"
reputation. The only really close
matches this year were against
Wheaton and MIT, which we
fortunately won. Other matches
were total losses or total "easy
wins."
New Englands proved to be quite
challenging as Colby pulled 16th oui

of 22 competitors. It was "not a real
surprise," according to Aboud,
"taking into consideration how weak
the team looked at the beginning of
the season."
Commenting, on the season as a
whole, Aboud was "impressed with
the team's spirit *and ability to step
right into varsity positions." She
claimed they "played with a lot of
guts." The attitudes displayed by tht
,
team impressed Aboud.
Coach Aboud has a positive
outlook for the upcoming year.- Not
really knowing for sure who will be
coming back next year, and who
will be away in January,.Aboud is
relying on those who do return and
new freshman.
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Colby Senior Peter Marshall prepare s f or his race at the CBB swim meet at Bowdoin.
photo by Rebecca Binder

Jan Plan Alive and Well

photo by Andrew.Longyear

Fall Dr ainage

PCP
continued from page 6

•
percent cocaine, amphetamines and
other stimulants, concomitant with
PCP.
Over fifty percent of a group of
100 PCP users reported using it at at
average frequency of at least once a
week, and forty percent said they
used it two or more times a week.
Prev al ence
of
Health
Consequences: Although PCP and
other hallucinogens are not abused
(used) to the same exten t as
marijuana and cocaine, the health
consequences of PCP abuse are
substantive.

Mmt
^
Greens
• continued from page 16
all of the Greens within the Green
movement per se are political. Whal
is at issue in West Germany is
whether or not the Greens in council
or parliamentary seats should join in
coalitions with left Social Democrats
over specific issues, and what the
role of Green elected officials should
be generally. The "fundamental
oppositionists" would remain pure,
reject coalitions, and concentrate on
increasing grassroots support The
"realists" favor using the elected
positions to begin working on
legislation favorable to Green aims.
All political org anizatins contain a
relative spectrum of thought, and the
ultra-democratic context of Green
policy-making allows this to be
expressed more clearly than in the
more rigid establishment parties.
"What we would hope is that the
realist/fundamentalist dabate not be
taken as a strict cither/or choice.
Greens must be elastic enough in
their thinking to accept those
working toward immediate solutions
to-specific problems and those who
insist on carrying the entire Green
project to its realization.
Kennebec Valley Greens
873-7959 •

In a study of 1,000 cases of PCP
intoxication, fifty percent exhibited
significant cognitive, behavioral, or
medical deficit.
In the same study of 1,000 cases,
the major behavioral consequences
wereviolent, unpredictable outburst
including shooting, stabbing,
self-inflicted injuries , etc. (35
percent); agitation (34 percent);
bizarre behavior-driving at 10 miles
per hour on the freeway, lying down
in the middle of busy streets,
wandering or wild behavior in the
nude in public, etc. (32 percent);
hallucinating or delusional (19
percent); mute and staring (11
percent).

The prec eeding article was published
by the Press off ice of the National
Instituteon Drug Abuse. The 'Colby
Echo does not have any stand on
PCP use.
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Graduate School of
Architecture , Planning,
and Preservation

The Shape of
Two Cities:
New York /Paris

Application forms and additional
information may be obtained from:
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load. Jan Plan gives students a
chance to add required credit hours
to their yearly course , credits. The
nicest thing about Jan Plan, said
Bruce Vermeulen, is the ability to
focus on one area in depth .
Students can really focus in on their
interests, and professors , in turn,
can teach those subjects which are
their specialties.
Colby also imports professionals,
such as Greg Smith, a well-known
writer and journalist f r o mNew York
City who is teaching a course in
free-lance writing this January.
Indeed, Vermeulen feels the only
disadv antage to the concentrated
coursed is that students feel the
temptation to take the academic
credits "to knock them out of the
way. He feels that it is important,
especially freshman year, to explore
new areas as the base of a liberal arts
education.
Those who do leave campus, eithe:
with Colby abroad programs, or on
independent studies , may be
surprised to find how much they can
learn in a non-academic , setting.
Programs, taking place in" the
Mojav e Desert, Paris , Kenya;
Konstanz, Nicaragua, Mexico, the
Soviet Union, and the Orient have
been extremely successful, even
though the time period of one month
limits the cultural view.
The question of whether a course
is appropriate for Jan Plan, for
example, if the material can feasibly
be taught in one month, is a point
continued on page 15

Special Undergraduate Program A .
junior year introduction to architecture, urban planning, and historic
preservation for students who have
completed'their sophomore year at
an accredited college or university.
Students spend the fall semester in
New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the spring semester in
Paris at Colunribia's studio and classroom facility in'lhe historic Marais
district,

Approximately 45 percent of PCP
emergency room cas es are in
combination. Almost 60 percent of
the case, arc between 20 and 29
years old and almost 56 percent

I

S—r-,

occur among Blacks. The
combinations cited most often are
PCP.and alcohol, PCP and cocaine,
and PCP and marijuana.
Supplies: Clandestine laboratories
supply all of the PCP found in the
U.S. illicit market. The number of
laboratory seizures in 1984
increased 38 percent over 1983.
Piperidine , a compound from
which PCP is synthesized, is now
controlled by the government and
this has significantly reduced the
supplies of the drug as well as PCP
deaths and hospital emergencies.
PCP has gained a "bad" street
reputation due to its unpredictable
side effects, which has probably
discouraged widespread use and
experimentation. There is currently,
however, a localized pattern of use
in certain urban areas including
Washington , D.C., Los Angeles,
and New Orleans.

Jan Plan at Colby
by Betsy Kuller
Colby first instituted "Jan Plan" ir
the 1961-1962 year. We were one
of the first colleges to incorporate
this program into our academic year.
Until recently, Jan Plan was
overseen by the Dean of Faculty,
Bette Kairalis who retired last year.
Bruce Vermeulen, the new Dean of
Faculty who has been with Colby
since the fall of 1983 , is now
overseeing Jan Plan and is very
enthusiastic about it. He emphasizes
the importance of offering courses
specializing in a certain area of
study. In this way , Jan Plan is
successful and rewarding because
students can choose from different
types of study, and center their goals
around their own interests.
Peripheral studies , which
concentrate on a complementary
aspect of a particular major, allows
exploration within a field of interest.
For instance, an art major can take
photography or pottery, and a
chemistry major can take a course in
radioactivity. Applied studies such
as EMT, Emergency Medical
Technical Training and education
practicums draws skills from
previous courses. It is unusual for a
college to offer such opportunities
given only a month.
Concentrated academic courses
which can be taken during a regular
semester, have become even more
popular since the administration has
encouraged the lighter, four course

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiii?
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Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
• 400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
1
New York, New York 10027
(212) 280-3510
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DAVID MATHIEU CO. INC.

AUTO BODY SHOP
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MLML ^fou don't learn
™w in a vacuum.
Since you begin
workingwhen you're
only three months
into your degree, you
can apply on the job
what you learn in the
classroom—almost j fc&fe
y y
from the start.
—J enniferRichard,
Swarthrnore College

-

66 I was torn between
going to graduate
school and trying to get
work experience. In
Morgan's Masters in
Accounting Program,
I get to do both.99
—Peter Holodny,
Vassar College

66 Fridays and a
whole summer to go
to graduate school while
you're on full salary.
Earning professional
and academic qualifications at the same time.
A career path in either
financial or general
management. Why
work anywhere but
Morgan? 99
—Neil Sheridan,
Drew University
>

9

ie advanced degree you get is in
_&_& ^
9w accounting, but that doesn't mean
accounting is all you do. Not by a long shot.
In my first job assignment, I've been
learning all about futures and options
and bank management. AA
^j ?
—GordonSweety,
Hobart College

These are some of the
things that non-business
graduates are saying
about The Morgan Bank.
All are participants in
our Masters in Accounting Program—a business
alternative for non-business graduates.'All are
getting on-the-job training in our comptroller's
and auditing departments while studying for
a master's degree in
accounting at New York
University's Graduate
School of Business
Adrninisttatibn.And
they are progressing on a
career path leading to
generalor financial
management.
The Morgan Bank,
headquartered on Wall
Street, is one of the leading global financial institutions. We have offices
around the world and

our clients include multinational corporations
and financial institutions, governments, and
individualsin the United
States and abroad.
Morgan offers highly
competitive salaries and
an unusually extensive
benefits program that
includes immediate
profit sharingand tuition
assistance.
• '

J .B Morgan
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Thursday , November 20, 1986
Rob - why don't you try passing out in
your bed instead of on the floor ten feet
away?
- the quad that won't go away.
Oh Brendi!
Wow!
Ouch!
Boo Hoo!
BYE BYE!
Larry Cosnowski
v P.S. Say goodbye to Pookie for me.

^_ ^

You probably win. Any popov over there?
Same old Mic Lite here.
W

Hey Mitch, What is Ihe number for the
Aquarium?

ZandJust wanted to say hi. It's been too long.
Let's talk. OK?
El

The Dining Hall Skin-head is watching what was his hat? - Pink and Orange?
Ginny,
Nice Vocab - nunnery or convent
Kristen,
Were you sick last weekend?

Mary Browne,
The only girl on campus with the audacity
to remove her pants in a foreign country.

Hey Human Statistic:
The rubber sheets are in the mail.
Soggy Bottom

What kind of bait were you looking for?

JessWe love having you as a roomate! We're
going to write a book and make millions!
CC and Mary
MikeWe're going to write a book about you too.
We'll make about $1.98.
To all Boston Fans 68 years and counting...
Danyl Strawberry
Still looking for that Hard to Find Mature
Woman. If you fit the bill, please respond

Yo Feeb!
Will you try and keep your clothes on?!
Were you really that hot? Try milling
around for a while
Wilhelmena

Mary,
I think I love you...
Too bad you have the intelligence of a snow
flake. .
DRO
Available:

White Male
Age 21
Decent Body
Looking for a good time.
Please submit applications to Piper 2nd
floor or X3692.
FrenchWenchGot the personal...
Leben ist gut hier. Who's partying more?

Anybody, AnybodyIf you don't control that horse laugh, Til be
forced to crumble Oreo's into your bed!
The Card Shark
P.S. How's Ge"AWL"ogy going?
Frequent BuyerDo you like the way the room came out? I
really do like it By the way, town was fun.
Let's do it again sometime soon, as long as
you don't wave to your bag lady friends.
OK?
Babyface
Kahlua QueenBeen in any trafficjams lately? So much foi
Glass tiger... You were too busy falling
down and eating nachos. Designated
drinker is a tough j ob but someone has to
do it!
Smells

M H __/ M JP

\. _ W

Coa tt ails

BethieThanks for the talk. We'll have to order out
again soon. Moonlighting maybe?
El

• continued from page 3
impossible for the foreseeable
future. There isn't enough public
money to pay existing bills, much
less incur new ones.
Moreover, the huge military
buildup has already committed us tc

Colby SoftballGet psyched!! The season is getting closer.
3 can't wait; I miss you guys!
Luv ya,
Lobo

ever more costly with each passing

Dear Colby ui Caen,
Stuff s happening, but you have to be here.
Ahah!

Sleepy HeadWho's the cutest guy in your yearbook?
Don't know? Too busy spilling wine
coolers I guess.
The only Andy Griffith Fan
P.S. Will you ever eat in the dining hall?

To the man with no identity:
Chicks Dig Bladder Control!
-Dr. Mosi

L.P.K. Je t'aime! Smacks!
Love Moi.

. _/ i f m)_J ^ V
f _? ^ ^

to this desperate plea. I need a relationship
for my sanity. You will be saving me from
ultimateruin.
Box 533

Mr Plumber
Hope your key tools weren't damaged too
much in their tight case.

Dear B.S.
I miss you!!! Please Write!
Lots of Love, L.S.

ft

year.
Another favorite theme for analysis
is "the Reagan revolution." Is it
over, or will it continue? Here is
ano ther example of our poli t ical
thinkers ' indifference to any history
that antedates the past 36 hours.
Onl y las t spring David Stockman ,
who was better positioned that most
of us to speak on the subject,
published a book subtitled, "Why
the Reagan Revolution Failed."

HDon't mind me, it's just a phase (yes, a
prolonged one). I love ya, kiddo! Just be
patient. I need a friend!
E
M.H.Hey! There's you on the ground.
MANHOLE!!
-G.

The Stockman account said the
"revolu tion " collapsed five years

Rick,
Must we resort to putting our beds in front
of the door or will you only find a way to
get through the windows? Is anyone safe or
Colby campus anymore???
K&S

ago. Politicians, who hate to give up
slogans like "the Reagan

revolu t ion ," will wan t to argue this ,
of course , but if the existence of a
revolution is arguable, sensible
people can only say, "Some

Free the Frat Nine: Cotter Resign.
Nice bod Kimba
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revolution."
Most political analysis nowadays,
though , is not sensible, just instant

PHOTOGRAPHER S!

Needed to shoot sports, news and artsy
stuff for the ECHO.
Contact: Rebecca Binder x3067
or leave a message at the Echo Office,
basement of Roberts
¦-

,
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rThisholidayseason, !
get the"Write Stuff ' |
at the right price.
;

thesaurus , medical or legal dictionaries.
Now you can get the competiti ve
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
edge when classes begin in January. With a
processing software , you can transform
Macintosh™ personal computer , and all the
your notes into the clearest , most fetter
write extras.
We call , it the Macintosh "Write Stuff" perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
bundle. You 'll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff "
that 's more , there 's a Macintosh
bundle before J anuary 9, 1987, you'll receive Suppor , Kj, f5|)ed wjlh va |uab |e accessories
a bundle of extras—and save $250.
and computer care products from 3M. *
:¦ Not only will you get your choice of a Comp |c,e w ith al) lhe lnings you ne«l to
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
your Macintosh running long after
^
Plus, you'll also get an Image Writer ™ II
youVe graduated.
printer the perfect solutiori for produc ing
h
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OR BUSINESS...
LET US DELIVER TO YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS
LUNCH TIME!
SUPPER TIME!

FREE

tUBDV
DELIVERY
SsANDWICHES

1 - liter pepsi
FREE

WITH ANY 16" PIZZA

— FREE DELIVERY —
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30 H

PARTY TIME!
ANY TIME!
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with any
FREE DELIVERY

LOBSTER SALAD ROLLS » BUY 1 GET 1 FRE1! We Accept Checks
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COLBY 8 NIGHT IN DANA!!
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No vember 21, 1986

Colby 8 & Coibyette 's will be s i nging and
Colby 8's will be on the menu...
j f

J , fn

Sponsored by Lovejoy Commons Food Service Committee
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THE QTHEB SIDE OF THE STORY
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"Their " pizza :
Large

^-^V

x
\b: ^T~
b
Spa Pizza:

N\

X

X

large

^*-^"\

^^

Medium

Medium

Small

y
_ _

Pepperoni

X

Pepperoni

X

Sausage

X

Sausage

X

Green Pepper

Green Pepper

Onion

Onion

Mushroom

Mushroom

Extr a Cheese

^<J

—

Small

;

1.

.

:

L
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y

.

C
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1

Y TOTAL:

$9.67
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$7.00 J
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Ext ra Cheese
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Dori't get a-" nbid " by high prices
Call Ext. 3332 instead !
Remember , if your Spa pizza doesn 't arrive
at your room within 30 minutes of your call,
IT'S FREEH

\ / ~\
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Special Offer

*¦¦ ¦

For a limit ed time you wll recieve a free
2-litre bottle of Coke with every piz za
ordered at the Spa.
r
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DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS^
THIRTY MINUTES OR FREE
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